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Abstract

This report analyzes the complexity of on-line reinforcement learning algorithms,

namely asynchronous real-time versions of Q-learning and value-iteration, applied to

the problems of reaching any goal state from the given start state and finding shortest

paths from all states to a goal state. Previous work had concluded that, in many cases,

initially uninformed (i.e. tabula rasa) reinforcement learning was exponential for such

problems, or that it was tractable (i.e. of polynomial time-complexity) only if the

learning algorithm was augmented. We prove that, to the contrary, the algorithms are

tractable with only a simple change in the task representation ("penalizing the agent

for action executions") or initialization ("initializing high"). We provide tight bounds

on their worst-case complexity, and show how the complexity is even smaller if the

state space has certain special properties. We compare these reinforcement learning

algorithms to other uninformed on-line search methods aAd to informed off-line search

methods, and investigate how initial knowledge of the topology of the state space can

decrease their complexity. We also present two novel algorithms, the bi-directional Q-

learning algorithm and the bi-directional value-iteration algorithm, for finding shortest

paths from all states to a goal state, and show that they are no more complex than their

counterparts for reaching a goal state from a given start state. The worst-case analy-

sis of the reinforcement learning algorithms is complemented by an empirical study of

their average-case complexity in three domains.
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1 Introduction

Consider the problem for an agent of finding its way to one of a set of goal locations,
where actions consist of moving from one intersection (state) to another (on a map, on
a directed graph, or in a state space, see Figure 1). Initially, the agent has no knowledge
of the topology of the state space. We consider two different tasks: reaching any goal
state and finding shortest paths from every state to a goal state. [27] call the former
task satisficing search (search for "all-or-none solutions"), whereas the latter one
corresponds to shortest-path search for all states.

Off-line search methods, which first derive a plan that is then executed, cannot be
used to solve the path planning tasks, since the topology of the state space is initially
unknown to the agent and can only be discovered by exploring: i.e. executing actions
and observing their effects. Thus, the path planning tasks have to be solved on-
line. On-line search rnethodg, also called incremental or real-time search methods
[17], interleave search with action execution, see Figure 2. The algorithms that we
describe here perform only minimal computation between action executions, choosing
only which action to execute next, and basing this decision only on information local
to the current state' of the agent (and perhaps its immediate successor states). This
way, the time between action executions is linear in the number of actions available in
the current state. If this number does not depend on the size of the state space, then
neither does the search time between action executions. Such methods have recently
been proven to be very powerful if executed by multiple agents [12].

There is a potential trade-off between exploitation and exploration when selecting an
action, see [33]. Exploitation means to behave optimally according to the current
knowledge, whereas exploration means to acquire new knowledge. Exploration con-
sumes time, but may subsequently allow the agent to solve the task faster. Exploration
is necessary for the path planning tasks, since the agent initially has no knowledge of
the topology of the state space. A standard strategy to deal with the exploitation ex-
ploration trade-off is to exploit most of the time and to explore only from time to time.
For exploration, the agent has to overcome the limited experimentation problem,
since it is constrained to execute only one action of its choice in the current state, which
then uniquely determines the new state of the agent.' Furthermore, it might not be
able to reverse the effect of an action immediately, i.e. to backtrack to its former state,
since there might not be an action that leads from its new state back to its former
state.

We will investigate a class of search algorithms which perform reinforcement learning.
The application of reinforcement learning to on-line path planning problems has been

1When we talk about "the current state of the agent," we always refer to a state of the state space
and not to the knowledge of the agent, i.e. not to the values of the variables of the algorithm that
controls the agent.

2 Other researchers, for example [301, [381, [24], and [19], have proposed planning schemes for the
case that arbitrary (not just local) actions can be exec*"1d at any time (;n a mental model of the
state spare, I.c. as pirt of a "Gcdankenexperiment"). Our assumptions are more restrictive.
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Figure 1: Navigating on a map

studied by [2], [51, [23], [19], [24], and others. [35] showed that reaching a goal state with
uninformed (i.e. tabula rasa) reinforcement learning methods can require a number of
action executions that is exponential in the size of the state space. [33] has shown that
by augmenting reinforcement learning algorithms, the problem can be made tractable.
We address the question raised by these results whether one has to augment standard
reinforcement learning algorithms to make them tractable. We will show that, contrary
to prior belief, reinforcement learning algorithms are tractable without any need for
augmentation, i.e. their run-time is a small polynomial in the size of the state space.
All that is necessary is a change in the way the state space (task) is represented.

In this report, we use the following notation.3 S denotes the finite set of states of the
state space, and G (with 0 € G C S) is the non-empty set of goal states. Sstart E S is
the start state of the agent. A domain is a state space together with a start state and
a set of goal states. A(s) is the finite set of actions that can be executed in s E S. The
size of the state space is n := ISI, and the total number of actions is e :=--SES IA(s)I
(i.e. an action that is applicable in more than one state counts more than once).
Executing an action causes a deterministic state transition that depends only on the
action and the state it is executed in (Markov assumption). succ(s,a) is the uniquely
determined successor state when a E A(s) is executed in s E 5. The distance d(s, s')
between s E S and s' E S is defined to be the (unique) solution of the following set of

'We use the following seL. Uf urumbers: *Z i• th; set uf ,t, .V 0 ,, the set of non-negative integers,
,V- is the set of negative integers, and No is the set of non-positive integers.
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Figure 2: Off-line versus on-line search

equations

d(s, s')= 0 ifs-s' forallso'ES
d 1 + minA(,) d(succ(s, a), s') otherwise

i.e. it is the smallest number of action executions required to reach state s' from
state s. The goal distance gd(s) of s E S is defined to be gd(s) := minSEG d(s, s').
Similarly, the depth of the state space d is defined to be d := max,",Es d(s, s'), i.e.
the maximum of the distances between two arbitrary states. We assume that the state
space is strongly connected (or, synonymously, irreducible), i.e. every state can be
reached from every other state (formally: d(s, s') < no for all s, s' E S). Since the
state space is strongly connected, it holds that d < n - 1 and n < e. We also assume
that the state space is totally observable, i.e. the agent can determine its current state
with certainty.4 It also knows at every point in time which actions it can execute in its
current state and whether its current state is a goal state. Furthermore, the domain is
single agent and stationary, i.e. does not change over time.

Formally, the results of the report are as follows. If a good task representation ("pe-
nalizing the agent for action executions") or suitable initialization ("initializing high")
is chosen, the worst-case complexity of reaching a goal state has a tight bound of
0(n 3) action executions for Q-learning (provided that the state space has no duplicate
actions) and 0(n 2 ) action executions for value-iteration. If the agent has initial knowl-
edge of the topology of the state space or the state space has additional properties,
these bounds can be decreased further. In addition, we show that reinforcement learn-
ing methods for finding shortest paths from every state to a goal state are no more
complex than reinforcement learning methods that simply reach a goal sLate from thc
start state. (All proofs can easily be derived by induction and are stated in the ap-

4(21] state results about the worst-case complexity of every algorithm for cases where the states
are partially observable or hidden, i.e. not observable at all.
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pendix.) This demonstrates that one does not need to augment reinforcement learning
algorithms to make them tractable.

2 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is learning from positive and negative rewards. (Negative
rewards are often called penalties or costs). Every action5 a E A(s) has an immediate
reward T(s, a) E R?, that is obtained when the agent executes the action. If the agent
starts in 9start = s E S and executes actions for which it receives immediate reward Ft
at step (number of actions executed previously) t E K0 , then the total reward that the
agent receives over its lifetime for this particular behavior is

U(s) (1)
t=O

where -Y E (0, 1] is called the discount factor. We say that discounting is used if -/ < 1,
otherwise no discounting is used.

Reinforcement learning algorithms find a behavior for the agent that maximizes the
total reward for every possible start state.6 Such a behavior is usually specified as a
stationary, deterministic policy, in the following called policy. A policy, also called
action map or state-action rules,

f:S-- U A(S)

where f(s) E A(s) for all s E 3, is an assignment of actions to states that determines
which action f(s) E A(s) the agent has to execute in its current state s E S. Exe-
cuting a policy makes the agent highly reactive. By using closed loop plans instead
of open loop plans, the agent is able to deal with uncertain action outcomes ("con-
tingencies") and thus overcomes some of the deficiencies caused by more traditional
planning approaches. Although the notion "policy" originated in the field of Stochastic
Dynamic Programming, similar schemes have been proposed in the context of Artificial
Intelligence, for example Schopper's universal plans [26].

Finding an optimal policy solves the credit-assignment problem, i.e. which ac-
tion(s) of an action sequence to blame if the total reward is non-optimal. Usually it is
not sufficient to always execute the action with the largest immediate reward, because
executing actions with small immediate rewards can be necessary to make large future
rewards possible. This is called the problem of delayed rewards or, alternatively,
reinforcement learning with delayed rewards.

'To describe reinforcement learning, we use the symbols of the path planning domain, but overline
them.

6Depending on the reinforcement learning problem, the total reward can become (plus or minus)
infinity if no discounting is used, and might then not be useful to discriminate between good and bad
behavior of the agent. In this case, one can use either the total discounted reward or the average
reward per step in the limit.
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Reinforcement learning algorithms proceed in two steps to find an optimal policy:

1. First, they determine the values UOPt(s) for all s E S. UoPt(s) is the largest total
reward possible for istart = s. These values are the solutions of the following set
of equations

UOPt(s) = mnax (T(s, a) + -yUP t (T- -'"(s, a))) for all s E S (2)
aEA(s)

If -y < 1, then the solution is unique. The solution might not be unique for -y = 1,
but the differences UOPt(s) " UOPt(s') for all s, s' E S are [8]. Thus, any solution
determines the same preferences among the states.

2. Then, an optimal policy is to execute action argmaxaEj(8 )(F(s, a) +
/yUoPi(S--ic(s,a))) in state s E 3.7

We analyze two reinforcement learning algorithms that are widely used: Q-learning
[341 and value-iteration [4]. Both can be used off-line, and especially value-iteration
has traditionally been used by updating all states either synchronously, for example
simultaneously or by performing a sweep over the state space and updating every
state in turn ("Gauss-Seidel updating"), or asynchronously. Since both Q-learning
and value-iteration are temporal difference methods and therefore incremental, one
can interleave them with action execution to construct asynchronous real-time forms
that use actual state transitions. In the following, we investigate these on-line versions:
1-step Q-learning and 1-step value-iteration.

2.1 Q-Learning

The 1-step Q-learning algorithm" F351, in the following called Q-leaitnag, consists
of a termination checking step (line 2), an action selection step (line 3), an action
execution step (line 4), and a value update step (line 5), see Figure 3. For now, we
leave the initial Q-values unspecified.

The action selection step implements the exploration rule ("which state to go to next").
It is constrained to look only at information local to the current state s of the agent.
Q-learning does not learn or use an action model, i.e. the action selection step does
not need to predict s-''(s, a) for an a E A(s). Instead, information about the relative
goodness of the actions is stored in the states. This includes a value Q(s, a) in state
s for each action a E A(s). Q(s, a) approximates the optimal total reward received if
the agent starts in s, executes a, and then behaves optimally.

7 read: "any action a E A(s) for which N(s,a) + 7yU°Pt(T-'?"(s,a)) = maxa,•EA()(7(s,a') +
7U*t (•u-cc(8, a')))". If several actions tie, an arbitrary one of the equally good actions can be selected.

8 Since we consider only actions with deterministic outcomes, we state the Q-learning algorithm
with the learning rate a set to one.
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1. Set s := the current state.

2. If s E T, then stop.

3. Select an action a E A(s).

4. Execute action a.
/* As a consequence, the agent receives reward T(s, a) and is in state s-Thc(s, a).
Increment the number of steps taken, i.e. set t := t + 1. '/

5. Set Q(s,a) := F(s,a) + yU(T--T-(s, a)).

6. Go to 1.

where
U(s) := max Q(s, a)
at every point in time.

Figure 3: The Q-learning algorithm

The action selection step can use the Q-values, but does not need to. The actual
selection strategy is left open: It could, for example, select an action randomly, select
the action that it has executed the least number of times, or select the action with the
largest Q-value. Exploration is termed undirected [33] if it uses only the Q-values
(or no information at all), otherwise it is termed directed. The basic Q-learning

algorithms studied by us do not maintain other local information than the Q-values
and are therefore undirected.

Once the selected action a has been executed in state s and the immediate reward 7(s, a)
has been received, the agent temporarily has access to the Q-values of its former and
its new state at the same time, and the value update step adjusts Q(s, a). The 1-step
look-ahead value T(s, a)+ +U(s-'-Wc(s, a)) is more accurate than, and therefore replaces,
Q(s, a). The value update step can also adjust other information local to the former
state if needed.

The Q-learning algorithm is memoryless. We call an on-line search algorithm mem-
oryless [141 if it cannot remember information other than what it has stored in the
states. Its access to this information is restricted to information local to the current
state of the agent. After the execution of an action, the algorithm can only propagate
information from the new state of the agent to its former state. Since the algorithm
cannot propagate information in the other direction and has no internal memory, it
cannot easily accumulate information: Information that it had available in its former
state is inaccessible in its new state. The notion "memoryless" is motivated by the
observation that the size required for the internal memory of an on-line search algo-
rithm should not depend on the size of the state space. If one actually builds a robot,
then one can give it only an internal memory of finite size. If this robot is to solve
tasks in state spaces of arbitrary size, then the size of the internal memory needed by
the algorithm that controls the robot cannot depend on n. Thus, only algorithms that
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I. s := the current state.

2. If s E ?, then stop.

3. Select an action a E A(s).

4. Execute action a.
/* As a consequence, the agent receives reward F(s, a) and is in state u--W-(s, a).
Increment the number of steps taken, i.e. set t := t + 1. */

5. Set U(s) := maxaEA(s)(T(s, a) + -jU(-'Vu-'W(s, a))).

6. Go to 1.

Figure 4: The value-iteration algorithm

merely need a memory of constant size (i.e. finite state machines) can work unchanged
in arbitrarily large state spaces. A memoryless algorithm is an extreme example of
such algorithms.

2.2 Value-Iteration

The I-step value-iteration algorithm, in the following called value-iteration, is sim-
ilar to the 1-step Q-learning algorithm, see Figure 4. Like the Q-learning algorithm, it
is memoryless. The difference is that the value-iteration algorithm can access F(s, a),
U(Tfu'c(s, a)) and other information of state T-u-'(s, a) for every action a E A(s) in
the current state s, whereas the Q-learning algorithm has to estimate them with the
Q-values (and other information local to the current state). This difference is illus-
trated graphically in Figure 5. Thus, the action selection step of the value-iteration
algorithm (line 3) can always use the current value of U(s-'TI(s, a)) to evaluate the
goodness of executing a in s, even if this value has changed since the last execu-
tion of a in s. The expectation Q(s,a), however, changes only when a is executed
in 9 and can therefore be out-dated. The value update step (line 5) becomes "Set
U(s) := maxG;(,)(F(s, a) + -U(Tu-'-c(s, a)))" for value-iteration.

Value-iteration shares with Q-Iearning that it does not explicitly infer the topology of
the state space (i.e. it does not know or learn a map), but it must know an action
model (i.e. be able to predict Tu--i(s, a) for all a E A(s) in the current state s E 3).9
Whereas Q-learning does not know the effect of an action before it has executed it at
least once, value-iteration only needs to enter a state at least once to discover all of its

9The agent knows a map if it is able to predict sc-'(s, a) for all s E S and a E A(s), no matter
which state it is in. The agent knows an action model (a "distributed map") if it is able to predict
Ti-'(s, a) for all a E A(s) in its current state s E S. It is not necessarily able to predict the outcomes
of actions that are executed in other states than its current state. Thus, knowing a map is more
powerful than knowing an action model.
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What the agent sees and thinks

(a) (1-step) Q-learning (b) (1-step) value-iteration

MU(here)-
U(bere) -2

7~~~~W Qbeftdo''.:L. Z-)

Figure 5: Reinforcement learning algorithms

successor states. Since value-iteration is more powerful than Q-learning, we expect it
to have a smaller complexity.

3 Task Representation

To represent the task of finding shortest paths as a reinforcement learning problem, we
have to specify S, ,staGt, ,A(s) for s E S, s---', and T. We set S := S, -start 8 start.

G := G, A(s) := A(s) for s E 3, and use the state transition function c := succ.
except that we let the lifetime of the agent in formula 1 end when it reaches a goal
state. Formally"

S := S
3start : start

G:G
A(s) : {id} ifsE{ A(s) otherwise for all s E

as if a = id for all s E and a E A(s)succ(s,a) := succ(s,a) otherwise

F(s, id) := 0 for all s EG

where id is an identity action (i.e. it leaves the state unchanged).

This leaves only the immediate rewards T(s, a) for s E S \ G := {s E S : s ý G} and
a E A(s) unspecified. Every reward function F can be chosen, as long as it has the
following property:

gd(s) < gd(s') €* U°Pt(s) > U'Pt(s') for all s,s' E S (3)

8



(a) Goal-reward representadton

0o

(b) Action-penalty representation _

"0 0

Figure 6: Two representations of the map

i.e. a state with a smaller goal distance has a larger optimal total reward and vice
versa. This guarantees that shorter paths to a goal state are preferred over longer
paths which in turn are preferred over paths that do not lead to a goal state (i.e. let
the agent cycle in non-goal states). If condition 3 did not hold, then reinforcement
learning algorithms would prefer longer paths to a goal state over shorter ones, since
they maximize the total reward for every state.

We consider two possible reward functions with this property, both shown in Figure 6.
(We use the undirected edge s 4-s* as a shortcut for the two directed edges s - .*
and s -- s'.)

0 0



3.1 Goal-Reward Representation

In the goal-reward representation, the agent is 1.!warded for entering a goal state,
but not rewarded or penalized otherwise. This representation has been used by [35],
[33], [31], and [24], among others.

sa 1 if succ(s, a) E G for S \GandaEA(s)•(s~a) = 0 otherwise

The optimal total discounted reward of s E S \ G is 7gd(s)-l. If no discounting is used,
then the optimal total reward is 1 for every s E S \ G, independent of its goal distance,
since the state space is strongly connected. Thus, discountin., is necessary so that
shorter goal distances equate with larger optimal total rewards, i.e. in order to satisfy
property 3.

3.2 Action-Penalty Representation

In the action-penalty representation, the agent is penalized for every action that
it executes. This representation has a more dense reward structure than the goal-
reward representation (i.e. the agent receives non-zero rewards more often) if goals are
relatively sparse. It has been used by [3], [2], and [13], among others.

(s, a) = -1 for s E S \ G and a E A(s)

The optimal total discounted reward of s E S is (1 - _y9d(s))/(_ -_ 1). Its optimal total
undiscounted reward is -gd(s). Note that discounting can be used with the action-
penalty representation, but is not necessary to satisfy restriction 3. Therefore, the
action-penalty representation provides additional freedom when choosing the parame-
ters of the reiniorcement learning algorithms. The Q-values and U-values are integers
if no discou.ting is used, otherwise they are reals. Integers have t he advantage over
reals that they need less memory space and can be stored without loss in precision.

3.3 The Problem of Delayed Rewards

In the goal-reward representation, actions that enter a goal state have a positive imme-
diate reward. All other actions have no immediate reward or penalty at all. Thus, the
agent receives its first non-zero reward when it enters a goal state for the first time. In
the action-penalty representation, all actions (in non-goal states) have an immediate
cost of one. Thus, the agent always receives non-zero rewards no matter which actions
it executes.

The problem of delayed rewards is present no matter which of the two representations
is used, since it is not necessarily optimal to always execute the action with the largest
immediate reward. In fact, in almost all states all actions have the same immediate
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reward (provided that goals are relatively sparse), namely 0 if goal-reward representa-
tion is used or -1 if action-penalty representation is used, but usually not all actions
are equally preferable.

To summarize, the agent immediately receives non-zero rewards if action-penalty rep-
resentation is used but no immediate rewards if goal-reward representation is used.
However, switching from goal-reward representation to action-penalty representation
does not transform the reinforcement learning problem from one with delayed rewards
to one with immediate rewards and, thus, does not make the credit-assignment problem
trivial to solve.

4 Reaching a Goal State with Q-Learning

We can now determine the complexity of reinforcement learning algorithms for the path
planning tasks. We first analyze the complexity of reaching a goal state for the first
time. The agent does not need to find shortest paths. It only has to reach a goal state
from the start state. We use the total number of steps that the agent needs to solve
the task in the worst-caoe as a measure for the complexity of the on-line algorithms.

The worst-case complexity of reaching a goal state provides a lower bound on the
complexity of finding all shortest paths, since this cannot be done without knowing
where the goal states are. By "worst-case complexity" we mean an upper bound on
the number of steps for an uninformed algorithm that holds for all possible topologies
of the state space, start and goal states, and tie breaking rules among indistinguishable
actions (i.e. actions that have the same Q-values). Clearly, in order to have a worst-
case complexity smaller than infinity, an initially uninformed search algorithm must
learn something about the effects of action executions.

4.1 Zero-Initialized Q-Learning with Goal-Reward Repre-
sentation

Assume that a Q-learning algorithm operates on the goal-reward representation and is
zero-initialized, i.e. has no initial knowledge of the topology of the state space. Such
an algorithm is uninformed.

Definition 1 A Q-learning algorithm is initialized with q E 1Z (or, synonymously,
q-initialized), iff initially

Q(s, a){ 0 f 8 E for all s E S and a E A(s)Q~s~a) = q otherwiseal san

An example for a possible behavior of the agent in the state space with the reward
structure from Figure 6(a) is shown in Figure 7. It depicts the beginning and end of

11
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other actions, no information about the topology of the state space is remembered by
the agent, i.e. it does not remember the effects of actions. In fact, it does not even
remember which actions it has already explored. As a consequence, the action selection
step has no information on which to base the decision which action to execute next if
it utilizes only the Q-values (i.e. if it performs undirected exploration). We assume
that the agent selects actions randomly, i.e. according to a uniform distribution.' 0

Therefore, the agent performs a random walk. The same behavior can be achieved
without maintaining Q-values or any other information, simply by repeatedly selecting
one of the available actions at random and executing it.

A random walk in a strongly connected, finite state space reaches a goal state eventually
with probability one. The number of steps needed can exceed every given bound (with

10 1f it had a systematic bias, for example always chose the smallest action according to some given
ordering, it would not necessarily reach a goal state and could therefore cycle in the state space forever.
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(a) state space

start goal

(b) Markov chain that models the random walk

0.5
0.5

0.5

20- 4 1.0

1.0 0.5 0.5 0

Figure 8: A domain ("reset state space") for which a random walk needs 3 x 2n- 2

steps on average to reach the goal state (for n > 2)

a probability close to zero) so we use the largest average number of steps over all
possible topologies of the state space, start and goal states, rather than the worst-case
complexity. The number of steps needed on average to reach a goal state from state s
equals the absorption time of s in the Markov chain that corresponds to the random
walk. (See Figure 8(b) for an example whose transitions are labeled with the transition
probabilities.) For every s E S we introduce a variable x, E 1? that represents the
average number of steps needed until a goal state is reached if the agent starts in s.
These values can be calculated by solving the following set of linear equations

0 ifs E G
X1 1 Xstcc(s,a) otherwise for all s E S (4)

x,,,,, can scale exponentially with n, the number of states. Consider for example
the reset state space shown in Figure 8. A "reset" state space is one in which all
states (except for the start state) have an action that leads back to the start state. It
corresponds for example to the task of stacking n blocks if the agent can either stack
another block or scramble the stack in every state.

Theorem 1 (Whitehead [37]) The expected number of steps that a zero-in itialized
Q-learning algorithm with goal-reward representation needs in order to reach a goal
state and terminate can be exponential in n.

[35] made this observation for state spaces that have the following property: In every
state (except for the border states), the probability of choosing an action that leads

13



start goal

Figure 9: A domain for which a random walk needs 2 '-+" - 3n - 1 steps on average to
reach the goal state (for n > 1)

away from the (only) goal state is larger than the probability of choosing an action that
leads closer to the goal state. Consider for example the version of a one-dimensional
gridworld shown in Figure 9, that is similar to one in [33]. In every state (but the
border states) the agent can execute three actions: one leads to the right, the other
two are identical and lead to the left. If an action is chosen randomly, chances are 2/3
that the agent goes to the left (i.e. goes away from the goal state) and only 1/3 that
it goes to the right (i.e. approaches the goal state).

This observation motivated [35] to explore cooperative reinforcement learning algo-
rithms in order to decrease the complexity. [32] showed that even non-cooperative rein-
forcement learning algorithms have polynomial worst-case complexity if reinforcement
learning is augmented with a directed exploration mechanism that he calls "counter-
based Q-learning." We will show that one does not need to augment Q-learning. It
is tractable if one uses either the action-penalty representation or different initial Q-
values. This confirms experimental observations of [11], [36], [19], and [24), who men-
tion an improvement in performance during their experiments when using the action-
penalty representation or initializing the Q-values high instead of using the goal-reward
representation and initializing the Q-values with zero.

4.2 Using a Different Task Representation

Assume now that we are still using a zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm, but let it op-
erate on the action-penalty representation. Although the algorithm is still uninformed.
the Q-values change immediately, starting with the first action execution, since the
reward structure is dense. In this way; the agent remembers the effects of previous
action executions. An example for a possible behavior of the agent in thc state space
with the reward structure from Figure 6(b) is shown in Figure 10. The U-values are
shown in the states, and the Q-values label the actions.

4.2.1 Complexity Analysis

While we state the following definitions, lemmas, and theorems for the case in which
no discounting is used, they can easily be adapted to the discounted case as outlined
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Figure 10: Possible trace of the agent if action-penalty representation is used (y = 1)

later in this chapter.

Definition 2 Q-values are consistent iff

0 Q ( { for all s E G and a E A(s)
-1 + U(succ(s,s,a) a_ I for all s E S \ G and a E A(s)

Zero-initialized Q-values are consistent.

Definition 3 Q-values are admissible iff

0 I: { for alls E G and a E A(s)
-1 - gd(succ(s,a)) < Q(s,a)<0 for all S E S \ G and a E A(s)

Consistent Q-values are admissible.

To understand our choice of terminology, note the following relationship:

QoPt(s,a) = f 0 for all s E G and a E A(s)
-1 + UoPt(succ(s,a)) = -1 -gd(succ(s,a)) for all s E S \ G and a E A(s)
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since UOPt(s) = -gd(s) for all s E S. Thus, Q-values are admissible iff QoPt(s,a) •
Q(s,a) < 0 for all s E S and a E A(s). This parallels the notion of admissibility that
is used for heuristic estimates in connection with A*-search (see for example [20] or
[221). Furthermore, if a heuristic h for the goal distance is known that is admissible for
A*-search, then the following Q-values are admissible as well

Q(s, a) 0 for all s E G and a E A(s)
-1- h(succ(s,a)) for all s ES \ G and a E A(s)

Admissible heuristics are known for many search problems in Artificial Intelligence, for
example for path planning problems in a gridworld (or more general: on a topological
map) or solving the 8-puzzle.

Definition 4 A Q-learning algorithm is admissible iff it uses the action-penalty rep-
resentation, its action selection step is "a := argmazx,,A(.)Q(s,a')," and either

"* its initial Q-values are consistent, and its value update step is "Set Q(s, a)
-1 + U(succ(s,a)),"" or

"* its initial Q-values are admissible, and its value update step is "Set Q(s, a)
min(Q(s, a), -1 + U(succ(s, a)))."

If a Q-learning algorithm is admissible, then consistent (admissible) Q-values remain
consistent (admissible) after every step of the agent and are monotonically decreasing.

The action selection step of an admissible Q-learning algorithm always executes the
action with the largest Q-value. This strategy avoids the exploration exploitation
conflict, since it always exploits (i.e. executes the action that currently seems to be
best) but at the same time explores sufficiently often (i.e. executes actions that it
has never executed before). It performs undirected exploration, since it uses only the
Q-values for action selection and no other information.

Call PG := {s E S : U(s) = 0} _D G the set of potential goal states. If the Q-learning
algorithm is zero-initialized, then PG is always the set of states in which the agent
has not yet explored all of the actions. We call an action explored iff the agent has
executed it at least once. If Q-values are consistent, then

-1 - min d(succ(s,a),s') < Q(s,a) < 0 for all s E S \ G and a E A(s)
s'EPG

The action selection step can then be interpreted as using Q(s,a) to approximate
-1 - minsIPG d(succ(s,a),s')) and tending (sometimes unsuccessfully) to direct the
agent from the current state to the closest potential goal state with as few steps as
possible and make it then take an unexplored action.

"11i.e. "Set Q(s,a) :=F(s,a) + yU(succ(s,a))," where (s,a) = -1 and y = 1.
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It is easy to see that an admissible Q-learning algorithm eventually reaches a goal
state. The argument parallels a similar argument for RTA*-type algorithms [17, 25]
and is by contradiction: If the agent. did not reach a goal state eventually, it would run
around in a cycle that would not include a goal state. For every cycle that the agent
completed, the largest Q-value of the actions executed in the cycle would decrease by
at least one. Eventually, the Q-values of all actions executed in the cycle would drop
below every bound. In particular, they would drop below the Q-value of an action that,
when executed, would make the agent leave the cycle. Such an action exists, since the
state space is strongly connected and thus a goal state can be reached from within the
cycle. Then, the agent would leave the cycle, which is a contradiction.

Now that we know that the algorithm terminates (which also means that the algorithm
is correct, i.e. reaches a goal state), we are interested in its complexity. Lemma 1
contains the central invariant for all proofs. It states that the number of steps executed
so far is always bounded by an expression that depends only on the initial and current
Q-values and, more over, "that the sum of all Q-values decreases (on average) by one
for every step taken" (this paraphrase is grossly simplified). A time superscript of t
in Lemmas 1 and 2 refers to the values of the variables immediately before the action
execution step, i.e. line 4, of step t.

Lemma 1 For all steps t E YAo (until termination) of an undiscounted, admissible
Q-learning algorithm, it holds that

U'(st ) + E E Q°(s,a) - t > _ Qt (s,a) + U(s) - loop'
sES aEA(s) sES aGA(s)

and

loopt < Q°(s,a) - -Z Qt (.s,a),
sES aEA(s) sES aEA(s)

where loopt := j{t' E {0,.. . ,t - 1} : - st'+s}1 (the number of identity actions, i.e.
actions that do not change the state, executed before t).

Lemma 2 An undiscounted, admissible Q-learning algorithm reaches a goal state and
terminates after at most

2 F , (Q°(s,a)+gd(succ(s,a)) + 1)- U°(s°)
sES\G aEA(s)

steps.

Theorem 2 An admissible Q-learning algorithm reaches a goal state and terminates
after at most O(ed) steps.

Lemma 2 utilizes the invariant and the fact that each of the e different Q-values is
bounded by an expression that depends only on the goal distances to derive a bound
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on t. Since "the sum of all Q-values decreases (on average) by one for every step
taken" according to the invariant, but is bounded from below, the algorithm must
terminate. Since gd(s) • d for all s E S, the result from Theorem 2 follows directly.
O(ed) •_.O(en), since d < n - 1 in every strongly connected state space. (Remember
that n denotes the number of states, e the total number of actions, and d the depth
of the state space.) Thus, an admissible Q-learning algorithm reaches a goal state and
terminates after at most O(en) steps. This worst-case performance provides, of course,
an upper bound on the average-case performance of the algorithm.

Theorem 2 provides an upper bound on the complexity of every admissible Q-learning
algorithm, including a zero-initialized algorithm. To demonstrate that O(en) is a tight
bound for a zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm, we show that it is also a lower bound.
Lower bounds can be proved by example, i.e. by showing a domain for which the Q-
learning algorithm can need this many steps to reach a goal state. Such a domain is
depicted in Figure 11. Thus, the worst-case complexity of reaching a goal state with
admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning is tight at O(en).

4.2.2 Comparison of Q-Learning to other On-Line Search Algorithms

We define an (initially) uninformed on-line search algorithm to be an algorithm
that does not know the effect of an action (i.e. does not know which successor state
the action leads to) before it has executed it at least once. One example of such an
algorithm is zero-initialized Q-learning.

A highly reactive algorithm, such as Q-learning, often executes actions that are sub-
optimal (when judged according to the knowledge that the agent could have acquired
if it had memorized all of its experiences). For example, the agent can move around
for a long time in parts of the state space that it has already explored, thus neither
exploring unknown parts of the state space nor having a chance to find a goal. This
can be avoided when planning further into the future: the agent learns a model of
the state space ("world model", which is in our case a map), and uses it to predict the
effects of action executions. This enables the agent to make a more informed decision
about which action to execute next.

The DYNA architecture [30] [31], for example, implements look-ahead planning in the
framework of Q-learning. Actions are executed in the real world mainly to refine (and,
in non-stationary environments, to update) the model. The model is used to simulate
the execution of actions and thereby to create experiences that are indistinguishable
from the execution of real actions. This way, the real world and the model can inter-
changeably be used to provide input for Q-learning. Using the model, the agent can
optimize its behavior according to its current knowledge without having to execute
actions in the real world. Also, the agent can simulate the execution of arbitrary (not
just local) actions at any time. Various researchers, for example [24] and [19], have
devised strategies which actions to simulate in order to speed-up planning.

There is a trade-off: When learning a map and using it for planning, the agent has
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staW goal

Figure 11: A domain for which an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm (and
every other uninformed on-line search algorithm) can need at least (e - n + 1)(n - 1)
steps to reach the goal state (for n > 2 and e > n)

to keep more information around and perform more computations between action ex-
ecutions, which increases its deliberation time between action executions. However,
chances are that the agent needs less steps to reach a goal state. In the following, we
compare the worst-case complexity of the Q-learning algorithm, that does not learn a
map, to the worst-case complexity of any other uninformed search algorithm, e.g. one
that learns a map and uses it for planning.

Figure 11 shows that every uninformed on-line search algorithm has a worst-case com-
plexity of at least O(en). If ties are broken in favor of actions that lead to states with
smaller numbers, then every uninformed on-line search algorithm can traverse a super-
sequence of the following state sequence: e - n + 1 times the sequence 123 ... n - 1,
and finally n. Basically, all of the O(e) actions in state n - 1 are executed once. All
of these lead the agent back to state 1 and therefore force it to execute O(n) explored
actions before it can explore a new action. Thus, the worst-case complexity is at least
O(en).

We had already seen that one could decrease the complexity of Q-learning dramatically
(i.e. in some cases exponentially) by choosing the action-penalty representation over
the goal-reward representation. Now, we have shown that every uninformed on-line
search algorithm has at least the same worst-case complexity as a zero-initialized Q-
learning algorithm with action-penalty representation. This does not mean, however,
that such a Q-learning algorithm is the best possible algorithm for reaching a goal state.
In the following, we show that there exists an uninformed on-line search algorithm that
strictly dominates an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm. We say that an
algorithm X strictly dominates an algorithm Y if X always performs no worse (i.e.
needs no more steps) than Y and performs strictly better in at least one case.

Consider an algorithm that maintains a map of the part of the state space that it has
explored so far. It executes unexplored actions in the same order as zero-initialized
Q-learning, but always chooses the shortest known path to the next unexplored action:
The agent uses its model of the world, i.e. the (partial) map and its knowledge of the
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this part of the state space is totally connected

,,start goal

Figure 12: A domain for which an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm
can need at least 1/16n 3 - 3/16n 2 - 1/16n + 3/16 steps to reach the goal state, but

Qmap-learning needs only at most 3/8n 2 + 3/2n - 23/8 steps (for odd n > 3)

Q-values, to simulate its behavior under the Q-learning algorithm until it would execute
an unexplored action. Then, it uses the map to find the shortest known action sequence
that leads from its current state in the world to the state in which it can execute this
action, executes the action sequence and the unexplored action, and repeats the cycle.
We call this algorithm the Qmap-learning algorithm. Per construction, it cannot
perform worse than zero-initialized Q-learning (no matter what the tie-breaking rule
is) if ties are broken in the same way. Thus, the worst-case complexity of Qmap-learning
over all tie-breaking rules cannot be worse than the one of Q-learning. Consider, for
example, the state sequence that Q-learning traverses in a reset state space (shown
in Figure 8) of size n = 6 if ties are broken in favor of actions that lead to states
with smaller numbers: 1212312341234512123456. First, Q-learning finds out about the
effect of action a, in state 1 and then about a2 in 2, a, in 2, a2 in 3, a, in 3, a2 in 4,
ai in 4, a2 in 5, and a, in 5, in this order. The Qmap-learning algorithm explores the
actions in the same order. However, after it has executed action a2 in state 5 for the
first time, it knows how to reach state 5 again faster than Q-learning: it goes from state
1 through states 2, 3, and 4, to state 5, whereas Q-learning goes through states 2, 1,
2, 3, and 4. Thus, the Qmap-learning algorithm traverses the following state sequence:
12123123412345123456, and is two steps faster than Q-learning. Figure 12 gives an
example of a domain for which the big-0 worst-case complexities of the two algorithms
are different: There is a tie-breaking rule that causes Q-learning to need 0(n 3 ) steps
to reach the goal state, whereas Qmap-learning needs at most O(n 2) steps no matter
how ties are broken. In short: Q-learning can require 0(n') steps to reach the goal
state, whereas Qmap-learning reaches the goal state with at most O(n 2) steps.

The Qmap-learning algorithm is mainly of theoretical interest, because it demonstrates
that there exist algorithms that dominate Q-learning, and the domination proof is easy.
However, algorithms whose behavior resembles the one of the Qnap-learning algorithm
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are not only of theoretical interest:

One idea behind the DYNA architecture is that executing actions in the real world is
slow (and expensive), whereas simulating the execution of actions in a model of the
world is fast (and inexpensive). Therefore, planning should exclusively be done in the
model if possible. Once an action is explored in the real world, it can be integrated in
the model. The effect of an action does not change over time, since the state space is
stationary. Consequently, actions should only be executed in the real world

"* to learn the effect of the executed (unexplored) action,

"* to get the agent into a state in which it can find out about the effect of an
unexplored action, or

"* to get the agent to a goal.

If executing actions in the real world and simulating action executions in the model take
approximately the same time, then there is a trade-off. Simulating actions allows the
agent to utilize its current knowledge better, whereas executing actions in the real-world
increases its knowledge and allow it to stumble across a goal. This trade-off has for
example been investigated by [15] and [16]. Using the model provides the agent with the
advantage that all actions can be simulated at any time, whereas the world constrains it
to execute only actions in its current state. Reinforcement learning researchers usually
assume that the agent can simulate x action executions for every action execution in
the real world. Then, the problem arises which actions to simulate. Reinforcement
learning researchers have proposed real-time schemes for planning in the world model
of a DYNA architecture that are used to approximate the following behavior of the
agent: "If the current world state is a goal state, stop. Otherwise, go to the closest
state with an unexplored action, execute it, and repeat." This way, one prevents the
agent from unnecessarily executing actions that it has already explored, which is also
the objective of the Q map-learning algorithm. Different researchers update the Q-values
in the model in different orders. For example, [231 and [9] study reinforcement learning
algorithms that have a look-ahead larger than one or perform best-first search. In
contrast, [19] updates those Q-values in the model first that are expected to change
most. Note that we have not included the planning time in the complexity measure.
If planning time is not negligible compared to execution time, then the total run-time
(i.e. the sum of planning and execution time) can increase even if the number of steps
needed (i.e. the execution time) decreases.

The relationships between an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm, the

Qmap-learning algorithm, and uninformed on-line search algorithms in general are sum-
marized in Figure 13 (for domains that have no duplicate actions, see Chapter 4.4.1).
They show that it can be misleading to focus only on the worst-case complexity of
an on-line search algorithm over all domains. We have demonstrated that there exists
an uninformed on-line search algorithm, namely Q-learning, that reaches a goal state
in 0(n 3 ) steps no matter what the domain is. There are domains in which no unin-
formed on-line search algorithm can do better. However, there exists an uninformed
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every uninformed on-line

maximal number of steps search algorithm is in here

over all tie-breaking rules

0(n 3 ) Q-Iearning is never
above this line

0(n 2) admissible, zero-
initialized Q-learning

Qaplearning:
"it is never above the
graph for Q-learning

domain domain domain domain domain domain domain domain domain domains that have

1 2 3 4 fig 15 6 fig 12 8 9 no duplicate actions

* corresponds to a data point proved to hold

Figure 13: A diagram showing the relationships between an admissible, zero-initialized
Q-learning algorithm, the Qmap-learning algorithm, and uninformed on-line search al-
gorithms in general (data points for domains other than the ones shown in Figures 12
and 15 are fictitious)

on-line search algorithm, namely Q,,,m,,-learning, that always performs no worse than
Q-learning, but reduces the number of action executions by more than a constant fac-
tor in at least one domain. To summarize, although every uninformed on-line search
algorithm has at least the same big-O worst-case complexity as an admissible, zero-
initialized Q-learning algorithm, learning a map of the state space (and subsequently
using it for planning) can decrease the big-O worst-case complexity for some (but not
all) domains.

4.2.3 Comparison of Q-Learning to Off-Line Search Algorithms

The ratio of the worst-case effort spent by a given on-line algorithm to solve a given
problem and the worst-case effort spent by the best informed off-line algorithm to solve
the same problem is called the competitive ratio of the on-line algorithm. An on-line
algorithm is called competitive if its competitive ratio is bounded from above by a
constant (i.e. the upper bound is independent of the problem size) [291. Figure 14
shows, as expected, that no uninformed on-line search algorithm is competitive: they
need O(en) steps in the worst case, but an off-line algorithm that knows the topology
of the state space can reach the goal state in only one step."2 On-line search algorithms

12 0ne could argue that it would be more appropriate to use the maximum of the ratio of the average-
case effort spent by the on-line algorithm and the average-case effort spent by the best totally informed
off-line algorithm. For the path planning tasks, the average-case complexity of the off-line algorithm
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start

Figure 14: A domain for which an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm (and
every other uninformed on-line search algorithm) can need at least (e - n)(n - 2) + 1
steps to reach the goal state, but an off-line search algorithm that knows the topology
of the state spare needs only one step to reach the goal state (for n > 3 and e > n + 1)

with a look-ahead of one step (such as Q-learning), that reduce deliberation between
action executions to a minimum, and off-line search algorithms represent extreme points
on the deliberation action scale, with on-line search algorithms that have a limited look-
ahead larger than one in between. The competitive ratio of O(en) demonstrates that
one increases the number of steps executed by a factor of O(en) at most when moving
from the reactive extreme of the deliberation action scale to the deliberative extreme.

4.2.4 Discounting

All properties of an undiscounted, admissible Q-learning algorithm can immediately
be transferred to the case in which discounting is used, since thcre is a strictly
monotonically increasing bijection between the Q-values of the former algorithm af-
ter step t and the Q-values of the latter algorithm after the same step, namely: a
Q-value of Qt (s, a) = q E A/(o in the undiscounted case corresponds to a Q-value of
Qt(s,a) = (1 - -q)/(7- 1) in the discounted case. Since both algorithms always

execute the action with the largest Q-value, they always cho ise the same action for
execution (if ties are broken in the same way). Thus, they behave identically.

equals its worst-case complexity, since action outcomes are deterministic. The complexity of the on-
line algorithm, to the contrary, depends on how ties are broken, which is a random process. Therefore,
its average-case complexity can be smaller than its worst-case complexity. However, Figure 14 also
shows that no uninformed on-line search algorithm is competitive, even under this relaxed definition
of competitiveness. We continue to use our original defiaition, since we are for now more inter-sted
in the worst-case complexity of the algorithms than in their average-case performance.
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4.3 Using Different Initial Q-Values

We now analyze Q-learning algorithms that operate on the goal-reward representation,
but are one-initialized. A similar initialization has been used before, for instance in
experiments conducted by [111. It assumes no prior knowledge of the topology of the
state space if one makes the reasonable assumption that the value update step knows
after the execution of an action whether the new state of the agent is a goal state or
not. Then, the Q-values of actions in non-goal states can be iv itialized differently from
the Q-values of actions in goal states. We assume (again) that the algorithm uses an
action selection step that executes the action with the largest Q-value.

If the value update step knows whether the new state of the agent is a goal state, one
can set the initial Q-values of actions in non-goal states to -1 and the ones of actions in
goal states to 0. Assigning -1 to non-goal states reflects the fact that the agent knows
that the state is a non-goal state once it is in the state and therefore can conclude that
it takes at least one action execution to reach a goal state. Such an undiscounted, (mi-
nus one)-initialized Q-learning algorithm with action-penalty representation behaves
identically to a discounted one-initialized Q-learning algorithm with goa)-reward rep-
resentation, since theie is a strictly monotonically increasing bijection between the
Q-values of the former algorithm after step t and the Q-values of the latter algorithm
after the same step, namely: A Q-value of Qt(s, a) = q E A/- (Qt (s, a) = 0) for a
(minus one)-initialized Q-learning algorithm with action-penalty representation corre-
sponds to a Q-value of Qt(s, a) = -y-q-1 (Qt(s, a) = 0) for a one-initialized Q-learning
algorithm with goal-reward representation."3 (As argued in Chaper 3.1, discounting is
necessary if goal-reward representation is used.) Since both algorithms always execute
the action with the largest Q-value, they always choose the same action for execution
(if ties are broken in the same way). Thus, they behave identically. Since (minus one)-
initialized Q-values are consistent, Theorem 2 applies to the former algorithm. This
leads to the following conclusion.

Theorem 3 A discounted, one-initialized Q-learning algorithm with goal-reward rep-
resentation reaches a goal state and terminates after at most O(ed) steps if its ac-
tion selection step is "a := argmaxaEA(,)Q(s, a')" and its value update step is "Set
Q(s,a) := Y(sa) + 7U(succ(s, a))."

The other results and remariks from the previous chapter can be transferred as well.

13 This argument generalizes to the bi-directional Q-learning algodithm, that is stated later in this
report. If the task is only to reach a goal state and stop (i.e. the task that we discuss in this chapter),
then a zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm with action-penalty representation also behaves identically
to a discounted, one-initialized Q-learning algorithm with goal-reward representation. In this case, it
does not matter how the Q-%alues of actions in goal states are initialized.
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4.4 Gridworlds and other Common Reinforcement Learning
Domains

Gridworlds and other domains studied in the context of reinforcement learning can
have special properties such as the following.

Definition 5 A state space has no identity actions iff, for all s E S and a E A(s),
succ(s,a) 0 s, i.e. there are no actions that leave the state unchanged.

If the agent knows that an action is an identity action, it does not need to execute
it, since it is never optimal to execute an identity action. However, according to our
assumptions the agent is not aware of the fact whether an action is an identity action.
For example, sometimes it is assumed that the location of an agent in a gridworld
does not change when the agent tries to move forward, but bumps into an obstacle.
Although the absence of identity actions can potentially simplify the path planning
tasks, all of the big-O worst-case complexities stated in this report remain unchanged
if the state space has no identity actions. Thus, all of the state spaces that we use
as examples (except for the one in Figure 22) have no identity actions. However,
other properties of reinforcement learning domains can decrease the big-O worst-case
complexity of reaching a goal state with Q-learning. In the following, we will identify
such properties.

4.4.1 State Spaces with no Duplicate Actions, Constant Individual Upper
Action Bounds, Linear Total Upper Action Bounds, or Polynomial
Widths

Consider the following four properties of state spaces:

Definition 6 A state space has no duplicate actions iff, for all s E S and a, a' E
A(s), either a = a' or succ(s,a) : succ(s,a'), i.e. no two actions that are applicable
in the same state have the same effect. 14

Definition 7 A state space topology has a constant individi- O ijpper action
bound b E 1Z iff IA(s)I <_ b for all s E S and all n E AV. ,mber of ac-
tions that are applicable in a state is bounded from above by a cot, 1' '

Definition 8 A state space topology has a linear total upper action bound b E 1?
iff e < bn for all n E IV, i.e. the total number of actions increases at most linearly in
the number of states.

"14If the agent knows that two or more actions achieve the same effect, it needs to consider only one

of them. However, according to our assumptions it is riot aware of the fact whether two actions have
the same effect.
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Figure 15: A domain for which an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm
(and every other uninformed on-line search algorithm) can need at least 1/6n3 - 1/6n
steps to reach the goal state (for n > 1)

Note that every state space topology that has constant individual upper action bound
b also has linear total upper action bound b.

Definition 9 A state space topology has polynomial width [35] iff there exists a
polynomial function p such that n < p(d) for all n E KV, i.e. the number of states is a
polynomial function of the depth of the state space.

The following inequalities allow us to express O(ed) in terms of n or d alone by providing
an upper bound on e that depends only on n or d: e < n2 for state spaces that have
no duplicate actions, and e < bn for state spaces that have linear total upper action
bound b. To be more precise: O(e) = O(n) if the state space has linear total upper
action bound b, since then n < e < bn. Similarly, e < p(d) (where p is a polynomial
function) for state spaces with polynomial width that either have no duplicate actions
or a linear total upper action bound.

If a state space has no duplicate actions, then O(ed) < O(n'), and the worst-case
complexity of an admissible Q-learning algorithm becomes 0(n3 ). This bound is tight
for a zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm, as shown in Figure 15. This demonstrates
that, although Q-learning performs undirected exploration, its worst-case complexity
for reaching a goal state is polynomial (and no longer exponential) in n if the action-
penalty representation is chosen instead of the goal-reward representation. Again, every
uninformed on-line search algorithm has at least the same big-0 worst-case complexity
as zero-initialized Q-learning.

If a state space topology has linear total upper action bound b, then the worst-case
complexity becomes O(ed) < Q(bn') = O(n'). If it has polynomial width and either no
duplicate actions or a linear total upper action bound, then e < p(d) for a polynomial
function p and the complexity becomes O(ed) < O(p'(d)), where p' is a polynomial
function. If the depth d of a state space topology is bounded from above by a constant
(i.e. the upper bound is independent of n), then O(ed) = O(e). If it also has no
duplicate actions, then the worst-case complexity decreases to O(ed) = O(e) < O(n').
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Figure 16: An example of a two-dimensional gridworld

If a state space topology has both a depth with a constant upper bound and a linear
total upper action bound, then O(ed) = O(e) = O(n).

Deterministic gridworlds with discrete states, in the following called gridworlds, which
have often been used in studying reinforcement learning, see for example [3), [28), [31),
[33], [37], or [24], have both a constant individual upper action bound and polynomial
width. In the state space shown in Figure 16, for example, the agent can move from
any square to each of its four neighboring squares as long as it stays on the grid and the
target square does not contain an obstacle (which are shaded in the figure). Consider
now such a rectangular gridworld with size x x y, but without obstacles. It has n = xy
states, e = 4xy-2x-2y actions, and depth d = x+y-2. It has no identity or duplicate
actions, a constant individual upper action bound of four and polynomial width, since
n = xy < (x + y)2 = (d + 2)2. It holds that O(ed) = O(x 2y + xy 2). If the gridworld
is quadratic, i.e. x = y, then the depth increases sublinearly in n, since d = 2\/n - 2,
and O(ed) = O(x3 ) = 0(n 3 /2). Therefore, exploration in unknown gridworlds actually
has very low complexity.

4.4.2 State Spaces that are 1-Step Invertible or Eulerian

Gridworlds often have another special property.

Definition 10 A state space is 1-step invertible [35] iff it has no duplicate ac-
tions and, for all s E S and a E A(s), there exists an a' E A(succ(s,a)) such that
succ(succ(s, a), a') = s, i.e. the effect of an action can be reversed immediately.
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this part of the state space is totally connected
II

start goal

Figure 17: A domain for which a random walk needs 1/8n 3 + 1/8n 2 - 5/8n + 3/8
steps on average to reach the gotl state (for odd n > 1) and for which an admissible,
zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm can need at least 1/16n3 + 3/8n2 - 3/16n - 1/4
steps to reach the goal state (for n > 1 with n mod 4 = 1)

Definition 11 A state space is Eulerian iff IA(s)I = I{(s',a') : succ(s',a') = s A s' E
S Aa' E A(s')}I for all s E S, i.e. there are as many actions that enter a state as there
are actions that leave the state.

Gridworlds are usually 1-step invertible, and every 1-step invertible state space is Eu-
lerian.

We do not assume that the agent knows that the state space is 1-step invertible or
Eulerian. Even a zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm with goal-reward representation
(i.e. a random walk) is tractable for Eulerian state spaces, as. the following theorem
states.

Theorem 4 A zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm with goal-reward representation
reaches a goal state and terminates after at most O(ed) steps on average if the state
space is Eulerian.

This theorem is an immediate corollary to [1]. O(ed) < O(en), since d < n - 1 in every
strongly connected state space. Thus, a zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm with goal-
reward representation reaches a goal state and terminates after at most O(en) steps on
average if the state space is Eulerian. If the state space also has no duplicate actions,
then the largest average-case complexity becomes 0(n 3 ). Figure 17 shows that this
bound is tight.

As an example of a gridworld, consider the one-dimensional gridworld in Figure 18.
The average number of steps that a random walk needs to reach the goal state of this
domain is a standard result in Operations Research for a symmetric random walk in
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start goal

Figure 18: A domain ("one-dimensional gridworld") for which every search algorithm
needs at least n - I steps to reach the goal state, and a random walk needs n2 - 2n + I
steps on average to reach the goal state (for n > 1)

* start goal

Figure 19: A domain for which every uninformed on-line search algorithm can need at
least e + n - 4 steps to reach the goal state (for n > 2 and e > 2n - 2) and for which
an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm can need at least 1/2en - 1/4n2 -
1/2n + 2 steps to reach the goal state (for even n > 2 and e > 2n - 2)

one dimension with one reflecting and one absorbing barrier [7]. In this case, generating
functions can be used to solve Equations 4.

Although the complexity of a random walk decreases in 1-step invertible state spaces,
the worst-case complexity of an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm with
action-penalty representation does not change. It remains tight at O(en) in general
(an example is given in Figure 19) and 0(n 3) for state spaces that have no duplicate
actions (an example is shown in Figure 17).

To summarize, the largest average-case complexity of a random walk is polynomial (and
no longer exponential) in n if the state space is Eulerian and has no duplicate actions.
In fact, the largest big-O average-case complexity of a random walk equals the big-
o worst-case complexity of an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm, and
we can no longer expect an exponential improvement in expected performance when
switching from a zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm with goal-reward representation
to one of the other algorithms.

One can seriously consider random walks as a solution method for reaching a goal state
in Eulerian state spaces, since they can no longer be much less efficient than the other
algorithms. Note two small advantages of random walks: To perform a random walk,
one does not need any space to store information, whereas an undiscounted, zero-
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initialized Q-learning algorithm with (at most) action-penalty representation needs
O(e) Q-values with O(log2 (d)) bits each. Also, a random walk reaches a goal state in
an infinite one- or two-dimensional (but not higher-dimensional) gridworld with proba-
bility one [7], whereas the other algorithms cannot guarantee to terminate successfully
(without modifications).

However, even for state spaces for which their big-O complexities are identical (such
as the one in Figure 17) we expect some improvement in performance. e.g. a linear
improvement (i.e. improvement by a constant factor), when switching from goal-reward
representation to action-penalty representation, since information about the topology
of the state space is only remembered immediately in the latter case.

If the state space is 1-step invertible and the agent knows for every action which other
action reverses its effects, then it can use chronological backtracking to reach a goal
state. Under the assumption that it has to execute an action at least once before it
knows its effect, chronological backtracking achieves a worst-case complexity of O(e),
since every action (except for the action that leaves the goal state) is executed exactly
once in the worst case. In fact, even if the agent initially does not know which action
inverts which other action, there is an algorithm for Eulerian state spaces that executes
every action at most twice and thus achieves the same big-O worst-case complexity
[61: "Take unexplored edgcs whenever possible. If stuck, consider the closed walk of of
unexplored edges just completed, and retrace it, stopping at nodes that have unexplored
edges, and applying this algorithm recursively from each such node." We call this
algorithm the Deng-Papadimitriou algorithm after its authors. No uninformed
on-line search algorithm can do better than O(e), see for example Figure 19, since the
agent has to execute every action at least once in the worst case to find out about
its effect. However, Q-learning does not achieve this complexity. Figure 17 gives an
example of a 1-step invertible state space that has 0(n2 ) actions, but Q-learning may
need O(n 3 ) steps to reach a goal state. Thus, if one considers only Eulerian state spaces,
it no longer holds that every uninformed on-line search algorithm has at least the same
big-0 worst-case complexity as Q-learning. This demonstrates that algorithms that
know about special properties of the state space, i.e. that use more knowledge of the
state space than Q-learning, can have a smaller big-0 worst-case complexity.

4.4.3 Summary

Many reinforcement learning domains have certain properties that decrease the worst-
case complexity of uninformed on-line search algorithms. We have focused on grid-
worlds, because they are popular among reinforcement learning researchers. However,
many other search domains that are commonly used in Artificial Intelligence have the
properties discussed here. The 8-puzzle, for example, has no identity or duplicate
actions, a constant individual upper action bound, and is 1-step invertible.

For Eulerian state spaces, we have shown that the largest big-0 average-case complexity
of random walks equals the big-0 worst-case complexity of admissible, zero-initialized
Q-learning algorithms. However, there are uninformed on-line search algorithms that
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have a smaller big-O worst-case complexity than Q-learning. This is very different from
the general case. There, the largest big-O average-case complexity of random walks
is much larger than the big-O worst-case complexity of admissible, zero-initialized
Q-learning algorithms, and every uninformed on-line search algorithm has at least
the same big-O worst-case complexity as Q-learning. Thus, general results about the
behavior of reinforcement learning algorithms might not be specific enough. It can be
more illuminating to identify specific properties of the domains of interest and then
analyze the behavior of reinforcement learning algorithms in domains that possess these
properties.

5 Finding Optimal Policies with Q-Learning

We now consider the problem of finding shortest paths from all states to a goal state.
We present novel extensions of the Q-learning algorithm to solve this problem that
have the same big-O worst-case complexity as an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning
algorithm for finding a single arbitrary path from the start state to a goal state. The
purpose of these algorithms, that we call bi-directional Q-learning, is to be able to
explore the state space sufficiently to solve the task and terminate - their purpose is not
to exploit the acquired knowledge. First, we describe a version that needs to know an
upper bound on the depth of the state space in advance and then proceed to describe
a slightly more complicated version that does not need to know any information about
the state space in advance.

5.1 Bi-Directional Q-Learning (Version 1)

The algorithm, which we term the hi-directional (1-step) Q-learning algorithm
(version 1), is presented in Figure 20. It assumes only that the agent can recognize
whether it is in a goal state and knows an upper bound ub(d) of d. It could for
example know n or an upper bound of n. In the ideal case, it knows the exact value of
d. While the complexity results presented here are for the undiscounted, zero-initialized
version with action-penalty representation, they can easily be transferred to all of the
previously described alternatives.

The bi-directional Q-learning algorithm uses the Qf-values (U1-values) to implement
an on-line search for a goal state in exactly the same way how the Q-learning algorithm
from Figure 3 uses the Q-values (ULf-values).

We say that state 8 E S is done iff Uf(s) = Uft(s) = -gd(s), and that action
a E A(s) is done in s E S iff Q1 (s,a) = Q"t(s,a), i.e. Q1(s,a) = 0 for s E G
and Q1 (s,a) = -1 - gd(succ(s,a)) for s E S \ G. For every s E S, we introduce a
value done(s), and, for every s E S and a E A(s), we introduce a value done(s, a),
with the following semantics: done(s) = true iff the agent knows that s E S is done,
and similarly for done(s,a). Thus, if done(s) = true, then Uj(s) = -gd(s) (but not
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Initially, Qj(s,u) = Qb(s,a) = 0 and done(s,a) = false for all s E S and a E A(s).
/* Also, no steps have been taken so far, i.e. t = 0. */

1. Set s := the current state.

2. If s E G, then set done(s, a) := true for all a E A(s).

3. If done(s) = true, then go to 8.

4. /* forward step */
Set a := argmaxaIA(.)Qf(s, a').

5. Execute action a.
/* As a consequence, the agent receives reward -1 and is in state succ(sa).
Increment the number of steps taken, i.e. set t := t + 1. */

6. Set Qf(s, a) := -1 + U1(succ(s, a)) and done(s, a) := done(succ(s, a)).

7. Go to 1.

8. /* backward step */
Set a := argmaxaIA( 8)Qb(s, a').

9. Execute action a.
/* As a consequence, the agent receives reward -1 and is in state succ(s,a).
Increment the number of steps taken, i.e. set t := t + 1. */

10. Set Qb(s,a):= -1 + Ub(succ(s,a)).

11. If Ub(s) < -ub(d), then stop.

12. Go to 1.

where
U(f(s) := maxaEA(s)QI(s,a),
done(s) := 3,EA(.)(QI(s, a) = maxaEA(,) Qj(s, a') A done(s, a)), and
Ub(s) := maxaEA(,) Qb(S,a)
at every point in time.

Figure 20: The bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 1)
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necessarily the other way around) and done(s) remains true until termination.

Initially, done(s) = false for all s E S, but the agent can gain additional knowledge
according to the following three rules:

1. If s E G and Qf(s, a) = 0, then a E A(s) is done in s E S.

2. If done(succ(s, a)) = true and Qf(s, a) = -1 + Uf(succ(s, a)), then a E A(s) is
done in s E S \ G.

3. If done(s, a) = true and U1(s) = Q. .a) t,, an a E A(s), then s E S is done
(since the Qf-values are monotonica. iecreasing).

If the agent was in a state s for which done(s) was false, executed action a, and
afterwards is in a state s' for which done(s') is true, then done(s, a) was false before
the step, but can be set to true afterwards. We call such a transition an important
transition. After the agent has made at most e important transitions, all n states are
done. If the agent is in a state s with done(s) = false and uses Q-learning to reach a
goal state, then it will finally make an important transition, since it sets done(s') to true
in s' E G if it was not already set to true. Immediately after the important transition,
the agent can use another Q-learning algorithm with different Qb-values to reach a
state in Gb := {s E S \ G : done(s) = false}, and will eventually reach such a state if
one still exists, in which case it uses the Qf-values again to reach a goal state. If such
a state no longer exists, the Ub-values will decrease without a limit. The algorithm
can terminate when a Ub-value drops below -ub(d), since there cannot be shortest
paths to any state that are longer than d. Thus, the agent knows that done(s) = true
for all s E S, can conclude that UL(s) = -gd(s) for all s E S, and may terminate.
(This termination criterion is peculiar to version 1 of the bi-directional Q-learning
algorithm, and will be replaced in version 2.) Then, an optimal policy is to select
action argmaxEA( 5,)UIf (succ(s, a)) or, equivalently, argmaxaA(,),done(3,)=trQf ("s, a) in
state s E S \ G, where Q1 (s,a) and Uf(s) are the Q1 -values and Uf-values upon
termination, since it is optimal to always execute an action that decreases the goal
distance most (i.e., in this case, by one).

To summarize, the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm iterates over two independent
Q-learning searches: a forward phase that uses Qj-values to search for a state s'
with done(s') = true from a state s with done(s) = false, followed by a backward
phase that uses Qb-values to search for a state s' with done(s') = false from a state
s with done(s) = true. The forward and backward phases are implemented using the
Q-learning algorithm from Figure 3. Every forward phase sets at least one additional
done(s, a) value to true and then transfers control to the backward phase, which con-
tinues until a state s with done(s) = false is reached, so that the next forward phase
can begin.

Theorem 5 The bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 1) finds an optimal pol-
icy and terminates after at most O(e x ub(d)) steps.
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The proof of Theorem 5 is similar to that of Theorem 2. The bi-directional Q-learning
algorithm can be made more efficient, for example by breaking ties more intelligently,
but this does not change its big-O worst-case complexity.

The agent has to make sure that the value of ub(d) that it uses does not underestimate
d. If ub(d) scales linearly with the correct value of d, then O(e x ub(d)) = O(ed). This
rules out that the agent uses, for example, ub(d) > d&, just to be conservative. Since
d < n - 1 in every strongly connected state space, it holds that O(ed) < O(en). If
the agent uses n - 1 as an upper bound of d, the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm
(version 1) has worst-case complexity O(en), but not necessarily O(ed), since d can
increase sublinearly in n. If the state space has no duplicate actions, the complexity
becomes 0(n3). That these bounds are tight follows from Figures 11 and 15, since
finding optimal policies cannot be easier than reaching a goal state for the first time.
So, if ub(d) scales linearly with d (e.g. because the agent uses ub(d) = d), then the
bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 1) has exactly the same big-O worst-case
complexity as the Q-learning algorithm for finding any path from the start state to a
goal state. This is surprising, since one could have expected finding optimal policies
to be harder for Q-learning than simply reaching a goal state.

5.2 Bi-Directional Q-Learning (Version 2)

The bi-directional Q-learning algorithm that we have presented in the previous chapter
needs to know an upper bound ub(d) on the depth of the state space. ub(d) is only
needed to provide a termination criterion. If the algorithm only has to find an optimal
policy in the limit, but does not need to terminate, ub(d) is not needed. Of course,
then the agent always explores and never exploits.

It is easy to construct an algorithm that finds an optimal policy and terminates but
does not need to know an upper bound on the depth of the state space or any other
information about the state space in advance if we do not require the algorithm to be
memoryless. Note that the worst-case complexity of any algorithm that finds optimal
policies cannot be less than O(ed) (no matter how the algorithm determines that an
optimal policy has been found), since finding optimal policies cannot be easier than
reaching a goal state for the first time and Figure 11 showed that this has a worst-case
complexity of at least O(ed).

In the following, we show a version of the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm that does
not require the agent to know anything about the state space in advance, needs an
internal memory of at most 0(log 2 e) bits, and has a tight worst-case complexity of
O(ed). To distinguish the version described earlier from the one introduced here, we
continue to call the original version "bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 1)"
(or, shorter, "bi-directional Q-learning algorithm") and refer to the new version as
"bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 2)". Version 2 not only requires no initial
knowledge of the state space, but also remedies the problem that the complexity might
be large, only because an overly conservative estimate of d is used.
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The bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 2) is shown in Figure 21. It
differs from version 1 (shown in Figure 20) only in the termination criterion. To
implement the termination criterion, version 2 maintains one additional variable that
version I does not use. The variable memory implements an internal memory that
the agent maintains across action executions. memory stores integer values that range
from 0 to at most e. Thus, the internal memory needs at most [log2 (e + 1)1 bits, which
is not enough to store a map of the state space.

The general idea behind the termination criterion is as follows. The agent can terminate
if done(s) = true for all s E S, since then an optimal policy has been found. Initially,
done(s) = false for all s E S. Thus, done(s) = true for all s E S if done(s) = true
for every state s that the agent has already explored, i.e. visited at least once, and
the agent has explored all states. Every action that the agent has not yet explored,
i.e. executed at least once, could potentially lead to an unexplored state. Thus, the
agent can be sure that it has explored all states iff it has explored all actions. This
reasoning leads to the following idea. The agent maintains in its internal memory the
sum of the number of unexplored actions that it knows about and the number of states
s with done(s) = false that it knows about. It can terminate when this sum reaches
zero, since then done(s) = true for all explored states s E S and all states have been
explored, i.e. done(s) = true for all s E S.

This idea could be implemented exactly as stated. However, a couple of additional
observations simplify the implementation. For example, note that all actions in a non-
goal state s have been explored if done(s) = true. Therefore, the algorithm does not
need to keep track of unexplored actions in non-goal states. Similarly, done(s) = true
for a goal state s if all actions in s have been explored. Thus, the algorithm does not
need to keep track of the number of goal states s with done(s) = false. In short, the
agent needs to maintain in its internal memory (i.e. the variable memory) only the
sum of the number of unexplored actions in goal states that it knows about and the
number of non-goal states s with done(s) = false that it knows about. Again, the
agent knows that it can terminate when this sum reaches zero.

This termination criterion can easily be implemented. Initially, memory = 0.

" Whenever the agent is in a state s that was still unexplored one step ago, then
this state has not been taken into account when calculating the sum, and the
sum has to be adjusted properly. If s is a goal state, the sum has to be increased
by IA(s)I, since all of its IA(s)l actions are still unexplored. If s is not a goal
state, memory has to be increased by one, since done(s) was false initially and
remains false for at least as long as no action has been executed in s.

" Whenever done(s) changes for a non-goal state s, the sum has to be adjusted
preperly. done(s) can only change for the current state, it can only change from
false to true, and it can only change after an action execution in the forward
step. Furthermore, a forward step is only executed for non-goal states. Thus,
when done(s) changes for the current state s after action execution in a forward
step, memory has to be decreased by one.
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Initially, memory = 0, Qf(s, a) = Qb(s, a) = 0, and done(s, a) = false for all s E S
and a E A(s). /* Also, no steps have been taken so far, i.e. t = 0. */

1. Set s := the current state.

2. If s E G, then set done(s, a) := true for all a E A(s).

3. If Qf(s,a) = Qb(s,a) = 0 for all a E A(s),
then set memory := memory + (if s E G then IA(s)I else 1).

4. If memory = 0, then stop.

5. If done(s) = true, then go to 11.

6. /* forward step */
Set a := argmaxaIA(s)Qf(s, a').

7. Execute action a.
/* As a consequence, the agent receives reward -1 and is in state succ(s, a).
Increment the number of steps taken, i.e. set t := t + 1. */

8. Set Qf(s,a) := -1 + Uf(succ(s,a)) and done(s,a):= done(succ(s,a)).

9. If done(s) has changed during the execution of step 8,
then set memory:= memory - 1.

10. Go to 1.

11. /* backward step */
Set a := argmaxaA( 8)Qb(s, a').

12. Execute action a.
/* As a consequence, the agent receives reward -1 and is in state succ(s,a).
Increment the number of steps taken, i.e. set t := t + 1. */

13. Set Qb(s,a) := -1 + Ub(succ(s,a)).

14. If s E G and Qb(s, a) has changed from zero to non-zero during the execution of
step 13, then set memory := memory - 1.

15. Go to 1.

where
U1 (s) := maxaEA(s) Qf(s, a),
done(s) := 3-EA(a)(Qf(s, a) = max.,EA(s) Q1 (s, a') A done(s, a)), and
Ub(s) := maxaEA(,) Qb(s, a)

at every point in time.

Figure 21: The bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 2)
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@ Whenever an action in a goal state becomes explored, the sum has to be adjusted
properly. Actions in goal states can only be executed in backward steps. There-
fore, when an action in a goal state becomes explored after an action execution
in a backward step, memory has to be decreased by one.

Thus, the agent needs to be able to detect whether its current state was unexplored
one step ago and whether an action in a goal state is unexplored or not. In general, an
action a E A(s) has never been executed in a forward step iff Qf(s, a) = 0. Similarly,
it has never been executed in a backward step iff Qb(s, a) = 0. Thus, the current state
s of the agent was unexplored one step ago iff the agent has never executed any action
in s, i.e. Qb(s, a) = Qf(s,a) = 0 for all A E A(s). An action a E A(s) in a goal state
s is unexplored iff Qb(s, a) = 0, since actions in goal states can only be executed in
backward steps and therefore it always holds that Qf(s, a) = 0.

These thoughts translate directly to the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (ver-
sion 2). Since version 1 and version 2 of the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm
differ only in the termination criterion, both behave identically after every step
and therefore find the same optimal policy (if ties are broke, in the same way).
Thus, it is still optimal to select action argmax.EA(s)Uf(succ(s, a)) or, equivalently,
argmaxaEA(),done(sa)=t,.eQf(s, a) in state s E S \ G, where Qf(s, a) and Uf(s) are the
Qf -values and Uf-values upon termination.

Theorem 6 The bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 2) finds an optimal pol-
icy and terminates after at most O(ed) steps.

To prove this theorem, one shows that the termination criterion of the bi-directional
Q-learning algorithm (version 2) is implied by the one of the bi-directional Q-learning
algorithm (version 1). This shows that version 2 always terminates no later than
version 1 no matter what ub(d) is (provided that ties are broken in the same way)."5

If ub(d) = d, then the worst-case complexity of the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm
(version 1) is O(ed). Therefore, the worst-case complexity of version 2 is O(ed) as well.
If the state space has no duplicate actions, the complexity becomes O(n'). That these
bounds are tight follows irom Figures 11 and 15, since finding optimal policies cannot
be easier than reaching a goal state for the first time.

5.3 Comparison of Bi-Directional Q-Learning to other On-
Line Search Algorithms

To find optimal policies, the agent has to execute every action at least once in order to
find out about its effect. If the state space is Eulerian, then the Deng-Papadimitriou

"5 To be precise: The bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 2) chccks the termination criterion
a couple of lines later than version 1. Thus, version 2 always terminates tL most a couple of program
statements later than version 1.
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algorithm can be used to learn a map which is Lhen used for finding optimal policies.
It executes every action at most twice, i.e. it has complexity O(e) and is competitive.
No uninformed on-line search algorithm can do better. However, the bi-directional Q-
learning algorithms do not achieve this complexity, as shown in Figure 17. This shows
again that on-line search algorithms that know about special properties of the state
space can have an advantage over less informed algorithms. First worst-case results for
uninformed on-line search algorithms in non-Eulerian state spaces are reported in [6].

6 Complexity of Value-Iteration

The results derived for Q-learning can easz!y be transferred to valuw-iteration. In the
following, we state the main definitions, lemmas, and theorems as they apply to value-
iteration.

Definition 12 A value-iteration algorithm is initialized with q E R (or, synony-
mously, q-initialized) iff initially, for all s E G, U(s) --= 0, and, for all s E S \ G,
U(s) = q.

6.1 Reaching a Goal State with Value-Iteration

A zero-initialized value-iteration algorithm with goal-reward representation performs
a random walk. Therefore, Theorem 7 follows immediately from Theorem 1, and
Theorem 8 follows from Theorem 4.

Theorem 7 The expected number of steps that a zero-initialized value-iteration algo-
rithm with goal-reward representation needs in order to reach a goal state and terminate
can be exponential in n.

Theorem 8 An zero-initialized value-iteration algorithm with goal-reward representa-
tion reaches a goals state and terminates after at most O(ed) steps on average if the
state space is Eulerian.

An undiscounted value-iteration algorithm that always executes the action that leads
to the state with the largect U-value is equivalent to the Learning Real-Time A*
(LRTA*) algorithm [15] [16] [17] with a search horizon of one if the state space is
deterministic and the action penalty representation is used [2]. ([2] also showed that
the LRTA* algorithm can be generalized to probabilistic domains.) Ishida and Korf
proved that a zero-initialized LRTA* algorithm is guaranteed to .each a goal state
in at most 0(n 2 ) steps if the state space has no identity actions. This follows from
the analysis of the Moving Target Search (MTS) algorithm in [101 if the position of
the target does not change, see [14] for a detailed discussion and bibliography. As
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argued earlier, the agent does not need to execute identity actions, since they cannot
be part of an optimal plan. However, the value-iteration algorithm treats an identity
action exactly in the same way that it treats every other action (although it could
be augmented to identify and avoid identity actions). Thus, the presence of identity
actions can potentially make the path planning task harder.

The following theorems about value-iteration generalize Ishida and Korf's result to
state spaces that can contain identity actions and show the effects of various domain
properties and initial U-values that are non-zero on the worst-case complexity. Defi-
nition 13, 14, and 15, as well as Lemma 3 assume no discounting, but can easily be
modified for the discounted case.

Definition 13 U-values are consistent iff, for all s E G, U(s) = 0, and, for all
s E S \ G, maxEA(S)( 1 + U(succ(s,a))) < U(s) < 0.

Definition 14 U-values are admissible iff, for all s E SY -gd(s) • U(s) < 0.

Zero-initialized U-values are consistent, and consistent U-values are admissible. U-

values are admissible iff -U is an admissible heuristic for the goal distances of the
states in the context of A*-search.

Definition 15 A value-iteration algorithm is admissible iff it uses action-penalty rep-
resentation, its action selection step is "a := argmaxx,,.a(s)(r(s, a') + U(succ(s, a'))) =

argmaxaCA(,)(--1 + U(succ(s, a'))),"'6 and either

"* its initial U-values are consistent, and its value update step17 is "Set U(s)
-1 + U(succ(s, a))," or

"* its initial U-values are admissible, and its value update step is "Set U(s)

min(U(s), -1 + U(succ(s, a)))."

If a value-iteration algorithm is admissible, then consistent (admissible) U-values re-
main consistent (admissible) after every step of the agent and are monotonically de-
creasing. A time superscript of t in the following lemma refers to the values of the
variables immediately before the action execution step, i.e. line 4, of step t.

Lemma 3 For all steps t E AYo (until termination) of an undiscounted, admissible
value-iteration algorithm,

Ut(st) + ZIES U°(s) -_ t >_ Es L'(s) + U°(s°) - loopt

"6Since -(s,a') = -1 for all s E S \ G and a' E A(s), the action selection step can be simplified to
"a4:= argmaxa,EA(,)U (succ(s, a'))."

17Note that the action selection step "a := argmax 4,,A(s)(- 1 + U(succ(s, a')))" allows us to simplify
the value update step from the general "Set U(s) := max,, i,(T(s, a') + y(T(T-ci"(s, a'))).", that
we used in the statement of the value-iteration algorithm in Figure 4, to the more specific "Set.
U(s) :=T(s,a) + -yU(succ(s,a)) = -1 + yU(succ(s,a)) = -1 + U(succ(s, a))"
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start

Figure 22: A domain for which an admissible, zero-initialized value-iteration algorithm
can need at least n2 - n steps to reach the goal state, but an off-line algorithm that
knows the topology of the state space needs only one step to reach the goal state (for
n >)

and

loop' <_ Es U°(s) - EsES Ut(s)

where loop' :- j{t' E {, .. ,t - 1} 9t' = s, 1+}l1 (the number of identity actions
executed before t).

All results about undiscounted value-iteration algorithms can be transferred to the
discounted case, as outlined for Q-learning.

Lemma 4 An admissible value-iteration algorithm reaches a goal state and terminates
after at most 2 FsES gd(s) < n2 - n steps. If the state space has no identity actions, it
reaches a goal state and terminates after at most ZsEs gd(s) <5 0.5n 2 - 0.5n steps.

Both bounds are tight for zero-initiali-.ed value-iteration, as shown in Figures 22 and
23. (It is important to keep in mind that the agent can only detect whether its current
state is a goal state. Therefore, it cannot detect thb.t state n is a goal state when it is
in state 1.) Note that the worst-case complexity doubles if identity actions are present.
However, the big-O worst-case complexity is the same in both cases.

Theorem 9 An admissible -G(_, ;'eration algorithm reaches a goal state and termi-
nates after at most O(nd) st, [s.

This theorem applies to admissible value-iteration algorithms that are zero-initialized.
Note that the worst-case complexity does not depend on e, whereas the analogous
complexity for Q-learning does, see Theorem 2. This is so, because value-iteration
always prefers duplicate actions equally, since duplicate actions have the same outcome
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goal

start

Figure 23: A domain for which an admissible, zero-initialized value-iteration algorithm
(and every other algorithm that has to enter a state at least once before it knows the
successor states) can need at least 1/2n2 - 1/2n steps to reach the goal state, but an
off-line algorithm that knows the topology of the state space needs only one step to
reach the goal state (for n > 1)

246..n-2 n

start goal

Figure 24: A domain for which an admissible, zero-initialized value-iteration algorithm
can need at least 3/16n 2 -3/4 steps to reach the goal state (for n > 1 with n mod 4 = 2)

and actions are evaluated according to the U-values of their outcomes. Thus, value-
iteration does not necessarily need to execute every action at least once. Q-learning, in
contrast, evaluates actions according to their Q-values, and the Q-values of duplicate
actions can differ.

O(nd) •_ O(n2 ), since d < n - 1. The worst-case complexity of O(n 2) is tight even
if the state space has no duplicate actions, a constant individual upper action bound,
and is 1-step invertible, see the rectangular gridworld in Figure 24.

Every algorithm that has to enter a state at least once before it knows the successor
states of that state has a worst-case complexity of at least 0(n2 ), see Figure 23. This
holds even if the state space has no duplicate actions and a constant individual upper
action bound, see Figure 25, and thus these algorithms are not competitive. This
includes algorithms that learn a map of the state space. However, if the state space
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246..n-2 n

start goal

Figure 25: A domain for which an admissible, zero-initialized value-iteration algorithm
(and every other algorithm that has to enter a state at least once before it knows the
successor states) can need at least 1/4n 2 - 1 steps to reach the goal state (for even
n>1)

is 1-step invertible, then the agent can identify which action inverts the action that
it executed last and thus use chronological backtracking to reach a goal state. This
decreases the worst-case complexity to O(n), since the agent leaves every state at most
once. No algorithm can do better in the worst case, see for example Figure 18. However,
value-iteration does not achieve this complexity, as shown above with Figure 24.

Similarly to Q-learning, it holds that a discounted, one-initialized value-iteration al-
gorithm with goal-reward representation behaves exactly like an undiscounted, (minus
one)-initialized value-iteration algorithm with action-penalty representation if ties are
broken in the same way.

Theorem 10 A discounted, one-initialized value-iteration algorithm with goal-reward
representation reaches a goal state and terminates after at most O(nd) steps if its action
selection step is "a := argmax,,EA(s)(F(s,a') + U(succ(s,a')))." and its value update
step is "Set U(s) := T(s,a) + yU(succ(s,a))."

All of the above complexity results can be utilized to prove worst-case complexities
for Q-learning, since value-iteration behaves like Q-learning in a slightly modified state
space. Assume that Q-learning operates in a domain with states S, start state Sstat,
goal states G, actions A(s) for s E S, successor function succ, and initial Q-values
Q(s, a) for s E S and a E A(s). We refer to this domain in the following as the original
domain. Consider the following transformed domain:

,S: {s,,a :sES, aEA(s)}
"9start 8

5
,stare,argmaxaEA(sstart)Q(Sstart,a)

S:= {s,,a : s E G, a E A(s)}
A(9) := A(succ(s, a)) for all a = S, E S

si-Uc(9, a) := scc(aa),• for all a = S,,, E S and a E A(9')
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(a) Original domain

(b) Transformed domain goal

start

goal

Figure 26: A domain and its transformation

where the 8s,a are new states. Basically, the actions of the original domain become the
the states of the transformed one. The potential successor states of such an "action
state" s.,, are the "action states" that correspond to the actions that can be executed
immediately after the execution of a in s, i.e. the set A(succ(s, a)). Note that the
transformed domain satisfies all properties that we require in this report to hold for
state spaces. In particular, it is strongly connected. Note also that the size of the
transformed domain fi equals the total number of actions e of the original domain.
Similarly, the depth d of the transformed domain is either equal to either the depth
of the original domain d or to d + 1. An example for an original domain and the
transformed domain that corresponds to it is given in Figure 26.

Assume that action penalty representation and no discounting are used. Admissible
value-iteration behaves in the transformed domain identically to admissible Q-learning
in the original one provided that
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* the original domain has no identity actions,

* initially Q(s,a) = U(Ss,a) for all s E S and a E A(s), and

* ties are broken in the same way.

During the execution of the algorithms it always holds that Q(s, a) = U(Ss,a) for all
s E S and a E A(s). Furthermore, value-iteration always chooses the same actions as
Q-learning, and needs the same number of steps to terminate. Note that the Q-values
of the original domain are consistent (admissible) iff the U-values of the transformed
domain are consistent (admissible).

The similarity in the behavior of value-iteration and Q-learning can be used to trans-
fer theorems about one algorithm to the other one. For example, Theorem 9 states
that value-iteration has a worst-case complexity of O(iid) = O(ed) in the transformed
dopnain. Thus, this is the worst-case complexity of Q-learning in the original domain
as well, which confirms Theorem 2. (As Theorem 2 shows, the conditions that guaran-
tee equal behavior of value-iteration and Q-learning can be generalized to discounted
algorithms and state spaces that contain identity actions.)

6.2 Finding Optimal Policies with Value-Iteration

Korf showed that the LRTA* algorithm identifies an optimal path from a given start
state to a set of goal states in the limit if the agent is automatically reset to the
start state when it reaches a goal state. Our bi-directional (1-step) value-iteration
algorithm, see Figure 27, is more general than Korf's algorithm in that it finds shortest
paths from all states to a goal state, does not need to have reset actions available, and
terminates. ub(d) is again an upper bound on the depth of the state space d."s See
[14] for details on the bi-directional value-iteration algorithm (and how it can be made
more efficient, unfortunately without decreasing its big-O worst-case complexity).

Theorem 11 The bi-directional value-iteration algorithm finds an optimal policy and
terminates after at most 0(n x ub(d)) steps.

If ub(d) scales linearly with the correct value of d, then 0(n x ub(d)) = 0(nd) < 0(n2 ).
That this bound is tight even if the state space has no duplicate actions, a constant

"1 8The bi-directional value-iteration algorithm corresponds to the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm
(version 1). As in the case of that Q-learning algorithm, the upper bound on the depth of the state
space ub(d) is needed only to provide a termination criterion for the bi-directional value-iteration
algorithm. If we do not require the agent to be memoryless, then it is easy to construct a version of
the bi-directional value-iteration algorithm that does not need to know an upper bound on the depth
of the state space or any other information about the state space in advance and has a tight worst-case
complexity of O(nd). This can be done along the lines outlined in Chapter 5.2 for the bi-directional
Q-learning algorithm (version 2).
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Initially, U1 (s) = Ub(s) = 0 and done(s) = false for all s E S.

/* Also, no steps have been taken so far, i.e. t = 0. */

1. Set s := the current state.

2. If s E G, then set done(s) := true.

3. If done(s) = true, then go to 8.

4. /* forward step */
Set a := argmax, EA(s) Uf(succ(s, a')).

5. Execute action a.
/* As a consequence, the agent receives reward -1 and is in state succ(s, a). Set

t:=t+l. */

6. Set Uf(s) := -1 + Uf(succ(s,a)) and done(s) :=done(succ(s,a)).

7. Go to 1.

8. /* backward step */
Set a := argmax,,EA(.) Ub(succ(s, a')).

9. Execute action a.
/* As a consequence, the agent receives reward -1 and is in state succ(s, a). Set
t:=t+l. */

10. Set Ub(s) := -1 + Ub(succ(s,a)).

11. If Ub(s) < -ub(d), then stop.

12. Go to 1.

Figure 27: The bi-directional value-iteration algorithm
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individual upper action bound, end is 1-step invertible, follows from Figure 24, since
finding optimal policies cannot be easier than reaching a goal state.

Every algorithm that has to enter a state at least once before it knows the successor
states of that state has a worst-case complexity of at least O(n 2) for finding an optimal
policy even if the state space has no duplicate actions and a constant individual upper
action bound, see for example Figure 25. However, if one considers only Eulerian state
spaces, then the Deng-Papadimitriou algorithm, that has a worst-case complexity of
only O(e), can be used to learn a map that is then used for finding an optimal policy.
Thus, this algorithm needs at most O(n) steps for finding optimal policies in Eulerian
state spaces with a linear total upper action bound, whereas the bi-directional value-
iteration algorithm can need 0(n 2 ) steps, as shown above with Figure 24. Similarly,
if one considers only 1-step invertible state spaces, chronological backtracking has a
complexity of O(n), but bi-directional value-iteration can still need O(n 2) steps, as
shown with Figure 24 as well.

7 Empirical Results

Until now, we have been concerned with the worst-case complexity of reinforcement
learning algorithms. However, for practical purposes their average-case complexities
are equally important. In this chapter, we present a brief case study of the behavior
of various uninformed reinforcement learning algorithms in three simple domains:

* reset state spaces (see Figure 8) of sizes n E [2,50],

* one-dimensional gridworlds (see Figure 18) of sizes n E [2,501, and

o two-dimensional, quadratic gridworlds without obstacles (see Figure 16 for an
example with obstacles) of sizes n E [4, 1961 that have the start state in the
upper left-hand corner and the goal J, ate in the lower right-hand corner.

The one-dimensional and quadratic gridworlds are 1-step invertible, but the reset state
space is not. The depth of the one-dimensional gridworld and the reset state space
scales linearly with n, since d = n - 1 in both cases. For the quadratic gridworld,
however, d scales sublinearly with n, because d = 2,/'n - 2. All three domains have no
duplicate actions, a constant individual upper action bound, and polynomial width.

The run-times of the reinforcement learning algorithms (i.e. the number of steps
needed) are shown in Figures 28, 29, and 30, respectively. All graphs are scaled in
the same proportion.

The x-axis shows the complexity of the domain (measured as ed) and the y-axis the
run-time (measured as number of steps needed to complete the tasks). The expected
run-time of a random walk (i.e. of a zero-initialized Q-learning or value-iteration
algorithm with goal-reward representation) is determined analytically. The run-times
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Figure 28: Run-times in the reset state space (as a function of ed = e(n - 1))

of the other reinforcement learning algorithms (we use zero-initialized algorithms with
action-penalty representation) are averaged over 5000 runs, with ties broken randomly.
For finding optimal policies, we use either the bi-directional value-iteration algorithm,
the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 1), or its version 2. We label the last
case with "no ub(d)", since the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 2) does not
need to know an upper bound on the depth of the state space in advance.1 9 In the
first two cases, we use either ub(d) = d or ub(d) = n - 1 as upper bounds on the depth
of the state space. In all three cases, we distinguish two performance measures: the
number of steps until Uf(s) = U'Pt(s) for every s E S (i.e. until an optimal policy is
identified), and the number of steps until the algorithm realizes that and terminates.
For identifying an optimal policy, it does not matter which version of the bi-directional
Q-learning algorithm is used.

Note that value-iteration needs exactly n - 1 steps to reach the goal state in reset
state spaces and one-dimensional gridworlds, the best number of steps possible. These
graphs are thus very close to the x-axis. Also, the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm
(version 2) terminates (almost) immediately after an optimal policy has been identified.
Thus, the corresponding graphs are very close.

Note that d and n - 1 are identical for the reset state space and the one-dimensional
gridworld, but they differ for the quadratic gridworld. Thus, ub(d) = d and ub(d) =
n- 1 collapse for the former two domains and, furthermore, it does not matter whether

"19 We do not include the results about the corresponding version of the bi-directional value-iteration
algorithm, since we have not described it in this report.
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Figure 29: Run-times in the one-dimensional gridworld (as a function of ed = - 1))

we use ed or en as a measure for the complexity of the domain. For the latter domain,
however, d scales sublinearly with n. Thus, it does make a difference whether we use
ub(d) = d or ub(d) = n - 1 and whether we use ed or en as a measure for the domain
complexity. Figure 31 contains the same data as Figure 30, except that it uses en for
the domain complexity instead of ed.

In the following, we investigate how the run-times of the algorithms scale with the
complexity of the domains. We have shown in the previous chapters that the worst-
case bounds of the following tasks can be at most linear in ed:

"* reaching a goal state with random walks in Eulerian state spaces on average,

"* reaching a goal state with (efficient) Q-learning (i.e. using either zero-initialized
Q-learning with action-penalty representation or one-initialized Q-learning with
goal-reward representation),

"* identifying an optimal policy with (efficient) Q-learning, and

"• identifying an optimal policy and terminating with (efficient) Q-learning if either
version 1 is used and ub(d) scales at most linearly with d or version 2 is used.

Since d < n - 1, these bounds are also at most linear in en. If d scales sublinearly with
n, they are even sublinear in en.
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Figure 30: Run-times in the quadratic gridworld (as a function of ed)

Remember that the worst-case complexity for reaching a goal state with efficient Q-
learning depends on EsES\G •E-A(a)(gd(succ(s, a))+1) (see Lemma 2), of which e(d+1)
and en are upper bounds. Table 1 contains these values for the three domains.

domain 'sES\G E-EA(A) 1(9d(succ(s, a)) + 1) e(d + 1) en

reset state space 1.5n' - 2.5n 2n' - 2n 2,2 - 2n
one-dimensional gridworld n2 - 3 2n2 - 2n 2n

2 
- 2n

quadratic gridworld 4n'12 - 4n - 4 8n3/2 - 12n + 4nl/2 4n2 - 4n3/2

Table 1: Domain characteristics

Thus,

O( Z • (gd(succ(s,a))+ 1))=O(ed)=O(en)
sES\G aEA(s)

for reset state spaces and one-dimensional gridworlds, but

0( E E (gd(succ(s, a)) + 1)) = O(ed) < O(en)
sES\G aEA(a)

for quadratic gridworlds, since d is linearly proportional to n for the former two do-
mains, but sublinearly proportional for the latter one. In all three cases, ed is linearly
proportional to ELSS\G E-EA(s)(gd(succ(s, a)) + 1) and therefore a good measure for
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Figure 31: Run-times in the quadratic gridworld (as a function of en)

the worst-case complexity of reaching a goal state with efficient Q-learning. Although
this does not need to be the case, it seems to hold for almost all domains of practical
interest.

The worst-case bound of the following task can be at most linear in en:

* identifying an optimal policy and terminating with (efficient) Q-learning if ver-
sion 1 is used and ub(d) scales at most linearly with n.

The worst-case bounds of the following tasks can be at most linear in nd:

9 reaching a goal state with (efficient) value-iteration,

* identifying an optimal policy with (efficient) value-iteration, and

* identifying an optimal policy and terminating with (efficient) value-iteration if
ub(d) scales at most linearly with d.

Since n < e, these bounds are also at most linear in ed. They can be exactly linear in
ed if the state space has a linear total upper action bound. The bounds are at most
linear in n2 , because d < n - 1. If d scales sublinearly with n, they are sublinear in n2 .

The worst-case bound of the following task can be at most linear in n2 :
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e identifying an optimal policy and terminating with (efficient) value-iteration if
ub(d) scales at most linearly with n.

Since n < e, the bound is also at most linear in en. It can be exactly linear in en if
the state space has a linear total upper action bound.

Although the worst-case complexity of an algorithm provides an upper bound for its
average-case complexity, the average-case complexity does not necessarily scale linearly
with the worst-case complexity. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate in which of
the cases not only the worst-case complexity, but also the average-case complexity
scales linearly with the complexity of the domain.

Table 2 shows which graphs of the average-case complexity deviate from the corre-
sponding graphs of the worst-case complexity. The first entry is always the shape of
the graph for the worst-case complexity (as stated above, i.e. taking into account only
the general properties of the state space such •s being 1-step invertible etc.), the sec-
ond entry is the one of the graph for the average-case complexity. We call a graph
superlinear if it has a positive second derivative, linear if its second derivative is
zero, and sublinear if its second derivative is negative. 20

This table demonstrates that - at least for the domains tested - the worst-case complex-
ity of the algorithms for finding optimal policies behaves similar to their average-case
complexity. Note, however, that the coefficients for an algorithm (i.e. the slopes of the
graphs) are domain dependent.

Figure 32 shows the complexity (measured as ed) and Figure 33 the sizes (measured as
n) of domains for which the algorithms require 1000 steps on average. We use a simple
linear approximation scheme between data points for cardinal n. (Reaching goal states
with value-iteration needs so few steps that its graph is far above the other graphs and
therefore not contained in the figures.) These graphs confirm our expectations about
the algorithms:

e We expect the run-time for reaching a goal state to be smaller than the run-time
for finding an optimal policy which we expect, in turn, to be smaller than the
run-time for termivating with an optimal policy, given that the same algorithm,
task representation, and initialization is ised in all cases: Reaching a goal state
is a prerequisite for finding an optimal policy, which is necessary for terminating
with an optimal policy.

* We also expect a Q-learning algorithm with "no ub(d)" to terminate with an
optimal policy earlier than a Q-learning algorithm with ub(d) = ubl, which we

"20The shapes of the graphs for the average-case complexity were determined by visual inspection
of the graphs only. Therefore, there is for example a chance that a non-linear shape appeared linear,
or that a sublinear or superlinear shape was the result of lower order terms. For example, the graph
(z,f(z)) = (n2,n2 + n) for n E [1, 10] is sublinear, although n2 < n2 + n < 2n2 and therefore
0(n 2) = 0(n2 + n). Of course, for large values of the independent variable n, the graph approaches
a linear shape. Unfortunately, we cannot be sure that in our experiments n was large enough.
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domain reset state space one-dimensional gridworld
domain comple: Iy ed or en ed or en

worst case average case worst case average case

random walk, goal state reached superlinear superlinear linear linear
value-iteration, goal state reached linear sublinear linear sublinear
value-iteration, optimal policy (identified) linear linear linear linear
value-iteration, optimal policy (terminated, ub(d) = d) linear linear linear linear
value-iteration, optimal policy (terminated, ub(d) =- n - 1) linear linear linear linez
Q-learning, goal state reached linear linear linear sublinear
Q-learning, optimal policy (identified) linear linear linear linear
Q-learning, optimal policy (terminated, no ub(d)) linear linear lin-ar linear
Q-learning, optimal policy (terminated, ub(d) = d) linear linear linear linear
Q-learning, optimal policy (terminated, ub(d) = n - 1) linear linear linear linear

domain quadratic gridworld
domain complexity ed en

worst case average case worst case average case

random walk, goal state reached linear sublinear sublinear sublinear
value-iteration, goal state reached linear sublinear sublinear sublinear
value-iteration, optimal policy (identified) linear linear sublinear sublinear
value-iteration, optimal policy (terminated, ub(d) = d) linear linear sublinear sublinear
value-iteration, optimal policy (terminated, ub(d) = n - 1) superlinear superlinear linear linear
Q-learning, goal state reached linear sublinear sublinear sublinear
Q-learning, optimal policy (identified) linear linear sublinear sublinear
Q-learning, optimal policy (terminated, no ub(d)) I linear linear sublinear sublinear
Q-learning, optimal policy (terminated, ub(d) = d) linear linear sublinear sublinear
Q-learning, optimal policy (terminated, ub(d) = n - 1) superlinear superlinear i aear linear

Table 2: Shapes of complexity graphs

expect, in turn, to terminate earlier than a Q-learning algorit hm with ub(d) = ub 2

for all d < ub, < ub2. Similarly, we expect a value-iterat;on algorithm with
ub(d) = ub1 to terminate earlier than a value-iteration algorithm with ub(d) =
ub2 for all d < ub, < ub 2: We have proved that the bi-directional Q-learning
algorithm (version 2) always terminates with an optimal policy no later than any
bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 1), provided that ties are broken in
the same way. Also, Q-learning and value-iteration terminate with an optimal
policy the eailier, the smaller ub(d), since then the earlier a U-value drops below

-ub(d), which terminates the algorithm.

"* Furthermore, we expect the run-time of the efficient value-iteration algorithm
to be smaller than the run-time of the efficient Q-learning algorithm which we

expect to be smaller than the run-time of a random walk, given the same task
to be solved and, for terminating with an optimal policy, the same ub(d) used:
Random walks do not remember the topology of the state space at all. Efficient
value-iteration and efficient Q-learning both remember the topology partially, but
value-iteration is more powerful, since it uses an action model.

"* In addition to the-e relationships, the graphs show that random walks are in-
efficient in reset state spaces, but perform much better in one-dimensional and
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Figure 32: Complexity of domains that can be solved in 1000 steps

quadratic gridworids, since the latter are Eulerian and therefore easier domains
for random walks than the malicious reset state spaces, where the agent has to
choose the correct action (out of two possible actions) n - 2 times in a row in
order to succeed. But even for gridworids, the efficient Q-learning algorithms
continue to perform better than random walks, since they remember information
about the topology of the state space, whereas random walks do not.

8 Extensions

The results presented in this report can easily be extended to cases where the actions
do not hav-~ the same reward, or prior knowledge of the topology of the state space is
available.

*Prior knowledge- (in form of suitable initial Q-values, i.e. consistent or admissible
Q-values that are non-zero) makes the Q-Iearning algorithms better informed and
can decrease their run-times, as can easily be seen from Lemma 2. For example, in
the totally informed case, the Q-values are initialized as follows if action-penalty
representation and no discounting are used:

Q(s,a) = 0 if sE G for all s E S and a E A(s)
-1 - gd(succ(s, a)) otherwise
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Figure 33: Sizes of domains that can be solved in 1000 steps

Lemma 2 predicts in this case that the agent needs only at most -U~s) = gd(s)
steps to reach a goal state from a given s E S, the best number of steps possible.

In many cases, admissible heuristics (for A*-search) are known for the goal dis-

tances. As explained in Chapter 4.2.1, such heuristics allow one to initialize the

Q-values with non-zero values and thus make the Q-learning algorithms better

informed. Similarly, suitable initial U-values make the value-iteration algorithm

better informed. Usually, the initial knowledge will be in between the two ex-

tremes of being totally uninformed and totally informed.

* Under the action-penalty representation, every action has an immediate cost of

one. The results presented in this report can easily be adapted to the case where

actions do not have the same immediate rewards, but arbitrary strictly negative

immediate rewards. In this case, the complexity of reaching a goal state with

admissible Q-learning (with an adequately adapted definition of admissibility)
becomes O( •w.ed) instead of O(ed), where •,,i, is the smallest immediate reward

(i.e. the one with the largest absolute value) and I,,aa, is the largest immediate
reward. If one defines the weighted distance d•(s, s') between s E S and s' E S

to be the (unique) solution of the following set of equations

o,(,s' if s = s'
mins~(.sl' =

t  (-(s) + dw(suc~a,')) otherwise for all s,S' E S,

and the weighted depth of the state space to be d, := maxS,, 3,sd,(s,s'),
then one can prove the even tighter bound O( •'edw). (The proofs are analo-
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gous to the proofs of Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and Theorem 2.) Similarly, the com-
plexity of reaching a goal state with admissible value-iteration becomes O(r--.'nd)
or, alternatively, O( nd,,,) instead of O(nd).

9 Further Problems

Reinforcement learning algorithms can not only be used in deterministic state spaces,
but also in state spaces with probabilistic action outcomes. The assumption usually
made is that the relative complexities of different algorithms in deterministic domains
predict their performance in probabilistic domains. However, three problems arise in
the latter case that must be dealt with:

" In probabilistic domains, reinforcement learning algorithms do not only have to
learn the potential outcomes of actions, but the transition probabilities as well,
either explicitly (as done by value-iteration) or implicitly (as done by Q-learning).
For Q-learning, the problem arises that the learning rate a can no longer be set
to one, and one has to execute an action a in a state s repeatedly in order for
Q(s, a) to converge even if the U-values of all potential outcomes of a in s are
already correct. This also implies that it can take a long time for Q-learning to
decrease large initial Q-values to their final values, since the Q-values are only
adjusted in small increments. Similarly, in case the transition probabilities are
represented explicitly, a number of samples larger than one is needed to estimate
each probability reliably. [11] and (32] propose heuristics that address these
issues.

" In probabilistic domains, admissible Q-values do not necessarily remain admissi-
ble. This is due to the fact that the transition probabilities are unknown and only
estimates are available. These estimates can deviate from the correct values a lot.
although their difference approaches zero with probability one when the sample
size goes towards infinity (provided that a reasonable estimation method is used).
As a consequence, it can happen that U(s) < U/Pt(s) for a state s even if the
U-values of the potential outcomes of all actions in s remain admissible. For ex-
ample, consider undiscounted, zero-initialized value-iteration with action-penalty
representation and assume that the transition frequencies are used to estimate
the transition probabilities (i.e. maximum-likelihood estimation is used). Fur-
ther assume that there is a state s with A(s) = {a}, executing a in s results in
state s, with probability 0.5 and in state S2 with the complementary probability,
and UOP'(s,) < U°pt(s2 ). If U(sl) = Uopt(s), U(s 2) = UoPt(s 2), and executing a
in s has resulted n, times in the successor state s, and n 2 times in the successor
state S2 where n, > n 2 , then

U(s) = -1+ n, U(sI) + n2U(s 2 )
ni + n2  nl + n 2
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= -1 + iUOPt(s1) + n2 Uopt (S2 )

/1 12

nl +t n2 ni +t n2

< -1 ±•-U t (si) + IUO' t (s 2 )
2 2

= U0pt(s)

after updating s. If U(s) < UcPt(s), then s looks worse than it is, which can
make the agent avoid executing actions that have s as an outcome. [11] calls this
phenomenon "sticking".

e In probabilistic domains, optimal policies can have cycles (i.e. the agent visits
the same state more thanr once with non-zero probability). This is another reason
why it can take Q-learning (or value-iteration) a long time to decrease large initial
Q-values (or U-values). It also implies that the average number of steps that are
required to reach a goal state when executing the optimal policy can already be
exponential in n [33]. In this case, exploration is clearly exponential and one has
to factor out the inherent complexity of the state space from the complexity of
the learning algorithm.

To summarize, more research is required to transfer the results from deterministic to
probabilistic state spaces. This is part of our current research activities. However, the
results reported here have already proved useful for an analysis of various extensions
of reinforcement learning techniques. For example, [18] utilizes them to analyze the
complexity of hierarchical Q-learning.

10 Conclusion

Many real-world domain, have the characteristic of the task presented here - the agent
must reach one of a number of goal states by taking actions, but the initial topology of
the state space is unknown. Prior results which indicated that reinforcement learning
algorithms performed random walks until they reach a goal state for the first time
and therefore were exponential in n, the size of the state space, seemed to limit their
usefulness for such tasks.

This report has shown, however, that such algorithms are tractable when using either an
appropriate task representation (the action-penalty representation) or suitable initial
Q-values. Both changes produce a dense reward structure, which facilitates learning.
In particular, we showed that Q-learning needs at most O(ed) steps to find a path
from the start state to a goal state, or at most 0(n 3 ) steps if the state space has
no duplicate actions. These bounds are tight. Moreover, every uninformed on-line
search algorithm has the same big-0 worst-case complexity. We showed, however, that
learning (and subsequently using) a map of the state space can decrease the big-O
worst-case complexity for some (but not all) domains: additional planning between
action executions can reduce the number of action executions by more than a constant
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factor if one is willing to tolerate an increase in deliberation time between action
executions. But the complexity results also show that even if one knew the topology of
the state space in advance and performed Q-learning anyway, one would only increase
the number of action executions by a factor of O(en) at most.

We have shown that both initial knowledge of the topology of the domain (in form
of initial Q-values that are admissible, but non-zero) and domain properties such as
having no identity actions, no duplicate actions, a constant individual upper action
bound, a linear total upper action bound, polynomial width, being 1-step invertible or
Eulerian can decrease the complexity of the Q-learning algorithm (even if the agent
does not know whether a domain has these properties). Many reinforcement learning
domains, for example gridworlds, share some or all of these properties. Therefore,
exploration in these domains actually has very low complexity. For instance, the worst-
case complexity of reaching a goal state with Q-learning in quadratic gridworlds is only
0(n 3 /2).

In general, the largest big-0 average-case complexity of a random wark is much larger
than the big-0 worst-case complexity of Q-learning, and every uninformed on-line
search algorithm has at least the same big-O worst-case complexity than Q-learning.
For Eulerian state spaces, however, we have shown that the largest big-0 average-case
complexity of a random walk equals the big-O worst-case complexity of Q-learning.
We continue to expect Q-learning to outperform a random walk (although the im-
provement can no longer be exponential) since random walks have no memory of past
experiences. However, there exist uninformed on-line search algorithms that have a
smaller big-O worst-case complexity than Q-learning. They demonstrate that actively
utilizing properties of the state space can decrease the complexity. These results are
very different from the general case. This shows that general results about the com-
plexity of reinforcement learning algorithms might not be specific enough. It can be
more interesting to identify specific properties of the reinforcement learning domain of
interest and investigate how they influence the complexity.

We have introduced the novel bi-directional Q-learning algorithm for finding shortest
paths from all states to a goal state and have shown, somewhat surprisingly, that
its complexity is O(ed) as well. This provides an efficient algorithm to learn optimal
policies.

All results that we have derived in this report for Q-learning can easily be transferred to
value-iteration, which uses an action model and can therefore be expected to be more
efficient than Q-learning. Undiscounted, admissible value-iteration with action-penalty
representation is equivalent to Korf's LRTA* algorithm with a search horizon of one.
Our results generalize Korf's results to state spaces that contain identity actions and
also show the effects of various domain properties and initial U-values that are non-zero
on the complexity. We have shown that the behavior of Q-learning in any domain is
identical to the behavior of value-iteration in an adequately modified domain. Our bi-
directional value-iteration algorithm generalizes the LRTA* algorithm in that it finds
shortest paths from all states to a goal state, does not need to have reset actions
available, and terminates.
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Tight bounds on the largest average number of steps required for reaching a goal state
using a zero-initialized algorithm with goal-reward representation (the same results
apply to finding optimal policies)

State Space Q-Learning Value-Iteration
general case exponential exponential
no duplicate actions exponential exponential
linear total upper action bound exponential exponential

Tight bounds on the number of steps required in the worst case for reaching a goal state
using a zero-initialized algorithm with action-penalty representation or a one-initialized
algorithm with goal-reward representation (the same results apply to finding optimal
policies)

State Space Q-Learning Value-Iteration
general case O(en) O(n2)
no duplicate actions O(n') O(n2)
linear total upper action bound O(n2) O(n2)

Figure 34: Complexities of Reinforcement Learning

The important results (expressed in terms of n and e) are summarized in Figure 34.
They demonstrate that undirected exploration methods can be tractable. This result
is supported by our empirical studies in three different reinforcement learning domains,
that also show that ed is a good measure for the complexity of a state space.

While some reinforcement learning tasks cannot be reformulated as shortest path prob-
lems (for example, non-goal-oriented tasks where the agent has to learn how to behave
in the world), the theorems still provide guidance: the run-times can be improved by
making the reward structure dense, for instance, by subtracting some constant c E 1Z
from all immediate rewards. This does not change the relative preferences among plans,
since

O°pt(s) < 0°Pt(3')

E(-tt= ) < E(_/tý',)
t=O t=O

t00 00E(/T(t -c)) < D(Y'(7t- 0))
t=O t=O

E/% c < E(•% r
t=0 -• t=0 -3

U °Pt (s) - 1 < UOP1(s) - c

u° (S) < uo,"(')
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Alternatively, one can use sufficiently large initial Q-values for Q-learning (or U-values
for value-iteration). In both cases it can be necessary to use discounting.

In summary, reinforcement learning algorithms are useful for enabling agents to explore
unknown state spaces and learn information relevant to performing tasks. The results
in this report add to that research by showing that reinforcement learning is tractable,
and therefore can scale up to handle real-world problems.
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Appendix

The appendix contains the proofs of the lemmas and theorems stated in the main text
that have not been proved there. We use the terminology and symbols introduced in
the main text.

A Upper Bounds

A.1 Reaching a Goal State with Q-Learning

In the following, we consider an undiscounted, admissible Q-learning algorithm with
action-penalty representation. The proofs can then be transferred to the other algo-
rithms (for example a discounted, admissible Q-learning algorithm with action-penalty
representation or a high-initialized, discounted Q-learning algorithm with goal-reward
representation) as outlined in the main text.

The time superscripts used in this chapter refer to the values of the variables imme-
diately before the action execution step of the Q-learning algorithm, i.e. line 4, of
step t.

Theorem 12 Zero-initialized Q-values are consistent.

Proof: Q(s,a) = 0 for all s E G and a E A(s). Since U(s) = maxaEA(s)Q(sa) =

maxaEA(s)0 = 0 for all s E S, it holds for all s E S \ G and a E A(s) that -1 +
U(succ(s, a)) = -1 + 0 < 0 = Q(sa) < 0.

Theorem 13 (Minus one) -initialized Q-values are consistent.

Proof: Q(s,a) = 0 for all s E G and a E A(s). Since U(s) = maxaEA(,)Q(s,a) <

maxaEA(s) 0 = 0 for all s E S, it holds for all s E S \ G and a E A(s) that -1 +
U(succ(s,a)) < -1 + 0 = Q(s,a) < 0.

Theorem 14 If Q-values are consistent, then - min,'EpG d(s, s') < U(s) < 0 for all
s E S, where PG := {s E S: U(s) = 01.
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Proof by induction on d'(s) := minSEPG d(s, s'):

"* If d'(s) = 0, then s E PG and therefore U(s) = 0. Thus, -d'(s) = U(s) = 0.

"* If d'(s) # 0, then s ' PG D G and therefore s E S \ G. Since G 0 0, it holds
that PG # 0. Let a := argmin0,IA(a)d(succ(s,a')). Assume that the theorem
holds for all s" E S with d'(s") < d'(s). Then, it holds for succ(s, a) as well, since

d(succ(sa)) d(s)-1 < d'(s). Thus, -d'(s) =-1-d'(succ(s,a)) < -1+
U(succ(s, a)) < Q(s, a) < maxaEA(s) Q(s, a') = U(s) < maxsEsa'EA(,) Q(s', a') <
0.

Theorem 15 If Q-values are consistent, then -1- min3,'pG d(succ(s,a), s') <
Q(s,a) •0 for all s E S \ G and a E A(s), where PG {s E S: U(s) = 0}.

Theorem 14

Proof: -1 - minSEPG d(succ(s, a), s') < -1 + U(succ(s, a)) < Q(s, a) < 0 for all
s E S \ G and a E A(s).

Theorem 16 If Q-values are consistent, then -gd(s) < U(s) < 0 for all s E S.

Theorem 14 Theorem 14

Proof: -gd(s) = -min'EG d(s, s') < -min,'E•pG d(s, s') < U(s) < 0 for all
sES.

Theorem 17 If Q-values are consistent, then -d < min's U(s) - maxiEs U'(s).

Proof of -d < -d'(s) • U(s) - maxs,'Es U(s') for all s E S by induction on d'(s)
min,'EGd(s,s'), where G' := {s E S : U(s) = maxs'ESU(s')} $ 0. Then, -d <
minors U(s) - maxsES U(s) and the theorem is proved.

"* If d'(s) = 0, then s E G' and -d'(s) = 0 = maxsEs U(s') - max,,ES U(s') =

U(s) - maxs'ES U(s').

Theorem 14

" If d'(s) : 0, then U(s) < max8 'Es U(s') < maxEs 0 = 0 and therefore
s 0 G. Assume that the theorem holds for all s' E S with d'(s') < d'(s). There
exists an a E A(s) such that d'(succ(s, a)) = d'(s) - 1 < d'(s). Then, -d'(s) =

assumption

-1 - d'(succ(s,a)) < -1 + U(succ(s,a)) - maxES'sU(s') < Q(s,a) -

maxa's U(s') < max,,'A(,) Q(s, a') - max8 ,Es U(s') = Ui(s) - max,,Es U(s').
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Theorem 18 Consistent Q-vahtes are admissible.

Proof: Assume consistent Q-values. Q(s, a) = 0 for all s E G and a E A(s). It holds
Theorem 16

for all s E S \ G and a E A(s) that -1 - gd(succ(s, a)) < -1 + U(succ(s,a)) <
Q(s,a) < 0.

Theorem 19 U°'t (s) = -gd(s) for all s E S.

Proof: According to Equations 2 ana the fact that we are using action-penalty repre-
sentation

0 ifs e G
Uopt(s) ` max (-1 + U°Pt(succ(s,a))) otherwise for all s E S

aEA(s)

0 ifsEG
Uo°t(s) = 1 + min -U'Pt(succ(s,a)) otherwise for all s E S

I. aEA(s)

(We utilize that UoPt(s) = 0 for s E G: Once in a goal state. the agent can execute
only one action, that has an immediate reward of 0 and does not leave the goal state.
Thus, the total reward of the continued execution of this action is 0. This fact does
not follow from Equations 2 if 7 = 1.)

Comparing this to the definition of gd(s)

gd(s) mind(s,s')
s'EG

0 if s = s'

S'EG 1 + min d(succ(s,a),s') otherwises'I aEA(s)

0 ifsEG
1 + min gd(succ(j,a)) otherwise for all s E S

aEA(s)

shows that -UoP'(s) = gd(s) for all s E S, since the solution of the set of equa.tions is
unique.

Theorem 20 If Q-values are admissible, then -gd(s) < U(s) • 0 for all ' E S.

Proof: If s E G, then -gd(s) = 0 = maxE•A(3) 0 = maxaEA(s) Q(s, a) = U(s). It holds
for all s E S \ G that -gd(s) = -(1 + minaEA(,)gd(succ(s,a))) = maxGEA(s)(-l -

gd(succ(s, a))) <_ maxaEA(s) Q(s, a) = U(s) < max,'ES,a'EA() Q(s', a') < 0.
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Consider the following algorithm: Given arbitrary Q-values. Pick an arbitrary state
s E S \ G and determine a := argmaxa',A(s)Q(s,a'). (Ties can be broken arbitrarily.)
Set Q(s,a) := -1 + U(succ(s,a)) and leave the other Q-values unchanged. Refer to
the old Q-values as Q°(s,a) and to the new ones as Ql(s,a), i.e.

Q1,a') 1 -1+ U(succs', a')) ifs' an'Q(s',a') otherwise for all s' E S and a' E A(s')

Theorem 21 If the Q0-values are consistent, then

1. Ql(s', a') < Q°(s', a') for all s' E S and a' E A(s'),

2. U1 (s') •_ U°(s') for all s' E S, and

3. the Q'-values are consistent.

Proof:

1. Q'(s',a') = -1 + U°(succ(s'.a')) < Q°(s',a') for s' = s and a' = a, and
Q1(s',a') = Q°(s',a') otherwise. Thus, Q'(s',a') < Q°(s',a') for all s' E S
and a' E A(s').

2. According to the first part of this theorem, it holds that QI(s', a') < Q0 (s', a') < 0
for all s' E S and a' E A(s'). Then, Ul(s') = maxalEA(s')Q'(s',a') <
maXaEA(s,') Q°(s', a') = U°(s') for all s' E S.

3. According to the second part of this theorem, it holds that U/(s') < U°(s') for
all s' E S. Then, -1 + U1(succ(s', a')) < -1 + U0(succ(s', a')) = Q1(s',a') < 0
for s' = s and a' = a, Q'(s", a') = Q°(s', a') = 0 for all s' E G and a' E A(s'),
and -1 + U1(succ(s',a')) • -1 + U°(succ(s',a')) •5 Q°(s',a') = Q'(s',a') < 0
otherwise. Thus, the Q'-values are consistent.

Theorem 22 If the initial Q-values are consistent, then they remain consistent after
every step of the agent, and the Q-values and U-values are monotonically decreasing.

Proof by induction on the number of steps: The Q-values are consistent before the
first step. Assume that they are consistent before an arbitrary step. According to
Theorem 21, they are consisternu after the step, and the Q-values and U-values are
monotonically decreasing.

Consider the following algorithm: Given arbitrary Q-values. Pick an arbitrary state
s E S \ G and determine a := argmaxa/EA(,)Q(s,a). (Ties can be broken arbitrarily.)
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Set Q(s, a) := min(Q(s, a), -1 ±U(succ(s, a))) and leave the other Q-values unchanged.
Refer to the old Q-values as Q0 (s, a) and to the new ones as Q'(s, a), i.e.

Q' =' a' min(Q0 (s', a'), - 1 + U0(succ(s', a'))) if s' = s and a' = a for all s' E S and
IQO(s', a/) otherwise

Theorem 23 If the Q0 -values are admissible, then

1. Q'(sq', a') •5 Q0 (s', a') for aills' E S and a' E A(s'),

2. U'(s') :5 U0 (s') for all s' E S, and

3. the Q'-values are admissible.

Proof:

1. Q'(s', a') = min(Q0 (s', a'), - 1 + U0 (succ(s', a'))) :ý Q0 (s', a') for s' = s and
ail = a, and Q'(s', a') = Q0 (s', a") otherwise. Thus, Q'(s', a') :! Q0 (s',a') for all
s' E S and a' E A(s').

2. According to the first part of this theorem, it holds that Q1 (s', a') :!• Q0 (s', a') •0
for all s' E S and a' E A(s'). Then, U'(s') = maxa;EA(s') Q'(s', a') <
max0 ý'EA(s') Q0 (s', a') = U0 (s') for all s' E S.

Theorem 20

3. -1-gd(succ(s', a)) •Q"(s', a') and -1-gd(succ(s', a')) < -I+

U0(succ(s',a')) for s' =s and a' =a. therefore -1 -' gd(succ(s',a')) <
min(Q0 (s', a'), - 1 + U0 (succ(s', a'))) =Q'(s', a) 5 0 for s' = s and a' = a.
Q1'(s', a') = Q0 (s', a') = 0Ofor all s' E G and a' E A(s'), and -1I-gd(sticc(s'. a'))
Q0 (s', a) = Q'(s', a') < 0 otherwise. Thus. the Q'-values are admissible.

Theorem 24 If the initial Q-values are admissible, then they remain admissible after
every step of the agent, and the Q-values and UT-values are monotonically decreasing.

Proof by induction on the number of steps: The Q-values are admissible before the
first step. Assume that they are admissible before an arbitrary step. According to
Theorem 23, they are admissible after the step. and the Q-values and U-values are
monotonically decreasing.

Theorem 25 For all steps t E .iVo (until termination) of an undiscounted.
admissible Q-learning algorithm it holds that Ut(s') + ZEESF-aEA(s)Q 0 (S, a) -

t >Ž EIE ZaEA(s,) Qi(s, a) + U(JO(') -loop' and loop' < ZSES 
2 aEA(,) Q0 (s, a) -

EsES Za-EA(s) Qt(s, a), w~here loop' := I{t' E (0'..,t - t } t'+I }( (the num-
ber of identity actions executed before t).
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Proof by induction on t: The theorem trivially holds for t = 0. Assume that it holds
for an arbitrary t. Note that Qt(st, at) = Ut(st), due to the specific action-selection
step used. We distinguish two cases:

" The action executed at t is an identity action:

Then, s'+' = s' and loop"' = 1 + loop'. Depending on the value update
step used, it holds that either Qt+l(st, at) = -1 + Ut(st) = -1 + Qt(st, at)

or Qt+'(st, at) = min(Qt(st, at), -1 + Ut(st)) = min(Qt(st, at), -1 + Qt(st, at)) =
-1 + Qt(st, at). Thus, in both cases Qt+l(st, at) = -1 + Qt(st,at). Ut+'(st) =
maxaEA(s,) Qt+l(st,a) > Qt+l(st, at) - 1 + Qt(st, at) - -1 + Ut(st). All other
values do not change from t to t + 1.

Ut+l(st+l) + E-sES aEA(s)Q°(s,a) - (t + 1) Ž (-1 + Ut(st)) +",surnption

ESESFsaEA(s)Q°(s,a)-(t + l) = (Ut(st)+ FSESEZEA(s))Q°(s,a)-t)-2 >_
(ZsEsS E A(s)Q t (s, a) + U°(s°) - loopt) - 2 = (-1 + EsEs aEA(s) Qt(s, a)) +
U°(s°) - (1 + loopt) = EsES EaEA(.) Qt+'(s,a) + U°(s°) - loopt+`.

assumption

loopt+l - 1 + loopt < 1 + (ZSEs ZaE-A(s) Q°(s, a) - SES aeA(s) Qt(s, a)) =

ZsES •aEA(,) Q°(s, a) - (-1 + ZES EaEA(s) Qt(s,a)) = ZJES EA(s) Q°(s, a) -

EaES aA(.) Qt+l(s, a).

In other words, the theorem also holds for t + 1.

" The action executed at t is not an identity action:

Then, st+l # st, 1oopt+i = loopt, and (independent of the value update step
used) Qt+l(st, at) < -1 + Ut(st+l) = -1 + Ut+l(st+l). All other values, except
for U(st), do not change from t to t + 1.

Ut+I(st+') + sES EaEA(s) Q°(s,a) - (t + 1) = (Ut(st) + ES .aEA(s,) Q°(s,a) -
assumption

t) + Ut+1(st+1) - Ut(St) - 1 > (EseS ZaEA(s) Qt(s,a) + U°(s°) - loopt) +
Ut+l(st+1) - Ut(st) - 1 = (-1 + Ut+l(st+l)) - (Ut(St) + EsES ZEA(s) Qt(s,a) +
UO(so)-loopt > (Qt+l(st, at)-Qt(st , at)+Z.sES ,aEA(s) Qt(s, a))+U°(s°)-loopt -

(EEs •,-EA(s) Qt+l(s, a)) + U°(s°) - loopt+I.
assurnption

loopt+, = loopt • TsEs &aEA(s) Q°(s, a) - EsES ,aEA(s) Qt(, a) <

ZTsS aEA(s) Q°(s, a) - EsES ZaEA(s) Qt+1 (s, a), since Qt+l(s, a) <_ Qt(s, a) for
all 8 E S and a E A(s) according to Theorems 22 and 24.

In other words, the theorem also holds for t + 1.

The following theorem is a simplified version of the previous one.

Theorem 26 For all steps t E NO (until termination) of an undiscounted,
zero-initialized, and admissible Q-learning algorithm it holds that UL(st) -t =

ZsES 2 aEA(s) Qt(s, a) if the state space has no identity actions.
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Proof by induction on t: The theorem trivially holds for t = 0. Assume that it
holds for an arbitrary t. s'+' s' and (independent of the value update step used)
Qt+l(st,at) = -1 + Ut(st+') -1 + Ut+l(st+l), since the Qt-values are consistent
according to Theorems 12 and 22 and therefore Qt(st, at) >_ -1 + Ut(succ(st. at)). All
other values, except for U(st), do not change from t to t + 1. Note that Qt(st,at) =

Ut(st), due to the specific action-selection step used.

ut+l(st+l)-(t+1) = (Ut(s t)t)+ut+l(st+)-Ut(st)-I ..... _ss ZaEA(s) Qt(5 , a)+
Ut+1(st+3) - Ut(st) - 1 = (-1 + Ut+1(st+1)) - Ut(st) + EZEsSEaEA(s)Qt(s,a)

Qt+l(St, at) - Q'(st, at) + E.ES EaEA(s) Qt(s, a)= Z-ES EaEA(s) Qt+1( s , a).

In other words, the theorem also holds for t + 1.

Theorem 27 For all steps t E Afo (until termination) of an undiscounted, admissible
Q-learning algorithm it holds that t < Ut(st) -Lf(s°) + 2 ZsES ZaEA(,)(Q (sa) -

Qt (s, a)).

Theorem 25

Proof: t < Ut(st) + EsES -aEA(,) Q0 (s, a) - ZSES ..aEA(s) Qt(s, a) - U0 (s°) +
Theorem 25

loot <_ Ut(st) + XSE oaEA(s) Q°(s, a) - ZEs EEA(W) Qt(s, a) - U°(s°) +
(EISs ZEA(.,)Q°(s, a) - E S•asEs A(s)Q t (s, a)) = Ue(s') + 2 Z-ESZEaA(a) QO(S, a) +
2 aEIS EaEA(s) -Qt(s, a) - U°(s°) = Ut(st) - U°(s°) + 2 JE-s EaEA()(Q°(s, a) -

Qt(s, a)).

Theorem 28 An undiscounted, admissible Q-learning algorithm reaches a goal state
and terminates after at most 2 sEES\G EaEA(s)(Q°(s, a) + gd(succ(s, a)) + 1) - U'( sO)
steps.

Theorem 27

Proof: t < U'(st) - U°(s°) + 2 sEsZES .. A(,)(Q 0 (sa) - Qt(s, a)) < -U°(s°) +
2 )E.s\G aEA(S)(Q'(s, a) + gd(succ(s,a)) + 1), since the Q-values are admissible ac-
cording to Theorems 22 and 18 or Theorem 24, and therefore Q0 (s, a) = Qt(s, a) = 0
for all s E G and a E A(s), -1 - gd(succ(s,a)) < Qt (s,a) for all s E S \ G and

Theorem 20

a E A(s), and U,(s) < 0 for all s E S.

Theorem 29 An admissibl- Q-learning algorithm reaches a goal state and terminates
after at most O(ed) steps.

Proof: The algorithm reaches a goal state and terminates after at most
0(2 EIEs\c .- EA(,)\Q• s a) + gd(succ(s, a)) + 1) - U°(s°)) < 0(2 ZES\G FaEA(,)(d +
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1) + d) <_ O(2e(d + 1) + d) = O(ed) steps according to Theorem 28, since the Q-
values are admissible according to Theorems 22 and 18 or Theorem 24, and therefore

Theorem 20

Q0(s, a) <_ 0 for all s E S and a E A(s), and -d < -gd(s) < U°(s) for all s E S.

A.2 Finding Optimal Policies with Bi-Directional Q-
Learning (Version 1)

In the following, we consider the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 1) as
stated in Figure 20. The proofs can then be transferred to a discounted, admissi-
ble bi-directional Q-learning algorithm with action-penalty representation or a high-
initialized, discounted bi-directional Q-learning algorithm with goal-reward represen-
tation as outlined in Chapter 4 for the (basic) Q-learning algorithm.

The time superscripts used in this chapter refer to the values of the variables immedi-
ately before the action execution steps of the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm, i.e.
lines 5 and 9, of step t.

We define a "forward phase" of the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 1) to
be a largest interval of steps [ta, tb] 9 N/o (with ta < tb) such that line 5 was executed
at all steps t E [t a, tb - 1]. Analogously, we define a "backward phase" to be a largest
interval of steps [ta, tJ 9 Ar'0 (with ta < tb) such that line 9 was executed at all steps
t E [ta, tb- 11.

These definitions imply that the agent is in a state s"a with donet"(st') = false at the
beginning of a forward phase [ta, tb]. Then, it exclusively executes forward steps, until
it finally reaches a state stb with donet'(stb) = true. The opposite holds for a backward
phase.

The bi-directioiial Q-learning algorithm starts with a forward phase if Stat i G, then
alternates between backward and forward phases, and ends with a backward phase.

Theorem 30 The Qf -values are consistent after every step of the agent and are mono-
tonically decreasing.

Proof by induction on t:

* Initially, Qf(s,a) = 0 for all s E S and a E A(s). Thus, the Qj-values are
consistent according to Theorem 12.

* Assume that the Qj-values are consistent before an arbitrary step. The only line
that can change a Qf-value is line 6. If line 6 is executed, then the Qf-values
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remain consistent after the step and are monotonically decreasing according to
Theorem 21. If line 6 is not executed, then the Q1 -values remain unchanged and
are consistent according to the assumption.

Theorem 31 Every forward phase terminates.

Proof by contradiction: Assume not. The Qf-values before the first step of any forward
phase are consistent according to Theorem 30. The repeated execution of a forward
step implements an admissible Q-learning algorithm. According to Theorem 29, the
agent reaches a state s E G eventually, and then sets done(s, a) := true for all a E A(s)
in line 2. Afterwards, done(s) = true and the next step executed is a backward step.
This terminates the forward phase, which is a contradiction.

Theorem 32 For all s E S and a E A(s), it holds that: once done(s,a) = true, it
remains true after every step of the agent and Qf(s, a) remains unchanged.

Proof by contradiction: Assume not. Then done(s, a) = true before some step, but
after the step either the value of done(s, a) or Qs(s, a) has changed. The only line that
can set done(s, a) := false or change the value of Qj(s, a) is line 6 when the current
state equals s. It is only executed if done(s) = false when line 3 is executed. This
implies that done(s, a') = false for all a' E A(s) with Qj(s, a') = maxa",•A(s) Qj (s. a").
But then done(s, a) = false for the action a selected in line 4, which is a contradiction.

Theorem 33 Fo? all s E S, it holds that: once done(s) = true, it remains true after
every step of the agent and Uf(s) remains unchanged.

Proof by contradiction: Assume not. Then done(s) = true before some step, but after
the step either the value of done(s) or U(J(s) has changed. This is only possible if a
value of done(s,a) or Q 1(s,a) for an a E A(s) has changed. The only line that can
change one of these values is line 6 when the current state equals s, but it cannot be
executed, since done(s) = true when line 3 is executed. This is a contradiction.

Theorem 34 Every forward phase [ta, tb] increases the cardinality of the set D
{(s,a) : done(s,a) = true V done(s) = true,s E S,a E A(s)) by at least one.

Proof: donetb(stb) = true per definition of a forward phase. We distinguish two cases:
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"* donetb-l(stb) = false:

A(stb) 4 0, since the state space is strongly connected. donetb-l(stb) b false
implies that there exists an a E A(stb) with donetb-l(stb, a) = false. Thus,
(stb, a) 0 D b-,. However, (stb, a) E Dtb, since donetb(stb) = true.

"* donetb-l(sb) = true:

If a forward step is executed at step tb - I > t', then done tb-l (stb-1)

false (otherwise a backward step would be executed, which were a contra-
diction). Thus, donetb-l(stb-l,atb) = false (otherwise donetb-l(stbl) =

3aEA( b-1)(Q(stb--,a) = max,,'EA( tbl) Qfb(st-1 a )Adone(stbl, a)) = true,

since Q1b-,(stb- ,atb-.) = maxa b-1) Qb1•(sb 1 ,a') and done(stb-l,atb-l)

true, which were a contradiction). Thus, (stb-l,atb-1) 0 Dtb-1. However,

(stb-, atb-1) E D b, since donetb(stbl, atb-1) = donetb-l(SUCC(Stb-, atb-))=

donetb-l(stb) = true.

Theorem 35 For all s E S, it holds that: if done(s) = true, then Uf(s) = -gd(s) =

Uf t (s).-

Proof by induction on t: Initially, done(s) = false for all s E S and the theorem holds
trivially. We distinguish two cases:

" gd(s) = 0, i.e. s E G:

Initially, Uf(s) = maxaEA(,s) Q(s, a) = maxIEA(s) 0 = 0 = -gd(s) Theo = . 19

U7't(s). The only line that can change a Qf(s,a) value for a E A(s) is line 6
when the current state equals s, but it cannot be executed, since done(s. a) is
set to true for all a " A(s) in line 2 and thus done(s) = true when line 3 is
executed. Thus, the Qf(s,a) values cannot be changed for all a E A(s), and
U1 (s) = maxaEA(s) Qf(s, a) = maxQEA(s) 0 = 0 = -gd(s) = Ugt(s) continues to
hold after every step of the agent (no matter what the value of done(s) is).

" gd(s) #0 , i.e. s E S \G:

If done(s) never becomes true, the theorem holds trivially for s E S. Oth-
erwise, let t := argminmtA(done" (s) = true) and assume that the theo-
rem holds for all steps smaller than t. Because donet(s) = true, there ex-
ists an a E A(s) with Q' (s, a) = maxlEA(,) Qt (s, a') and donet(s, a) = true.
Since initially done(s, a) = false, there exists a step t' E Xo with t' < t
and donet'(s,a) = false, but donet'+I(s,a) = true. Line 6 was executed
at step t', since this is the only way to set done(s, a) := true for a state
s V G. Then, donet'+1(sa) = donet'(succ(s,a)) = true and Q"+"(s,a) =
-1 + U'" (succ(s, a)). -I - gd(succ(s, a)) < maxa'EA(,)(-1 - gd(succ(s, a'))) =
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Theorem 16

-(1+min'EA(S)gd(succ(s,a'))) = -gd(s) < Uf(s) = maxaEA(s) Q' (s,a') =
Theore 0t sum io

Qt(s,a) 0 Q,+l(s,a) = -1 + Uft(succ(s,a)) - -1 - gd(succ(s,a)),
since the Qf-values are consistent at step t according to Theorem 30. Thus,

equality holds and Uf(s) = -gd(s) Theom 19 Upt(s). Since donet (s) = true, Uf (s)

remains unchanged after every step of the agent and U1 (s) = -gd(s) = U;Pt(s)
continues to hold according to Theorem 33.

Theorem 36 For all s E S\ G and a E A(s)), it holds that: if done(s, a) = true, then
Qf(s, a) = -1 - gd(succ(s, a)).

Proof: Initially, done(s, a) = false. If done(s, a) never becomes true, the theorem holds
trivially for s E S\G. Otherwise, let t := argmintEf (donet (s,a) = true). Since s ý G,

the only line that can set done(s, a) := true is line 6 when the current state equals s.
Then, donet (s,a) = done'-l(succ(s,a)) and Qt(s,a) = -1 + U''(.succ(sa)). Since
donet-l(succ(s,a)) = donet (s,a) = true, Theorem 35 asserts that U"-(succ(s,a)) =
-gd(succ(s,a)). It follows that Qt (s,a) = -1 - gd(succ(s,a)). Since donet(s,a) =
true, Qf(s, a) remains unchanged after every step of the agent and Qf(s, a) = -1 -

gd(succ(s, a)) continues to hold according to Theorem 32.

Theorem 37 There is a maximum of e forward phases and e + 1 backward phases.

Proof: According to Theorem 34, every forward phase increases the size of the set
D := {(s,a) : done(s,a) = true V done(s) = true,s E S,a E A(s)} by at least one.
Since IDI = e, there can be at most e forward phases. Since forward and backward
phases alternate, there are at most e + 1 backward phases.

Theorem 38 All forward phases together execute at most O(e x ub(d)) steps.

Proof: There are at most e forward phases according to Theorem 37. Let there be

the forward phases [tV,tO] for i E {0,1,... ,e'} with e' < e. Q!(s,a) = Q,+1'(s,a)
tb

and U;'(s) = Ut'+(s) for all i E {0,1,...,e' - 1}, s E S, and a E A(s), since
only forward steps can change Qf-values. According to Theorem 31, every forward
phase terminates. Theorem 27 asserts that the forward phase [t?, tf] needs at most

tb b taU;1( t) U' (st) 2 E-Es -. EA(s)(Q!f(s,a) - Q; (s, a)) steps to terminate. The fol-
lowing relationships hold, since the Qf -values are consistent after every step of the agent

Theorem 16 Theorem 16

according to Theorem 30 and G 5/ 0: -d < -gd(s) < Utf(s) < 0 for all
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s E S, -1- d < -1 - gd(succ(s, a)) :_ Qf(s, a) < 0 for all s E S \ G and a E A(s), and

-I-d <0 = Qf(s,a) for s E G and a E A(s). Thus, all forward phases together termi-

nate after at most EE' t U3(st-) + 2ZSEaEA(,)(Qt (s,a) - Qt/(s, a)))
'eIt' litbt - t \ a a tb-U ) 2  s E a()(Qf(s, a) - Q" b'(s,a)) < Zi=o(0 + d)) +

2 ,sES E-EA(s)( 0 + (d + 1)) < ed + 2e(d + 1) _< 3e(d + 1) S 3e(ub(d) + 1) steps in
total, which are O(e x ub(d)) steps.

Theorem 39 The Qb-values are consistent after every step of the agent and are mono-
tonically decreasing.

Proof by induction on t: Define Gb := Is E S \ G: done(s) = false}. Thus, Gb changes
during execution.

" Initially, Qb(s,a) = 0 for all s E S and a E A(s). Thus, the Qb-values are
consistent according to Theorem 12.

* Assume that the Qb-values are consistent for the set of goal states Gt before an
arbitrary step t + 1. Note that if Q-values are consistent for a set of goal states G,
then they are also consistent for any subset G' C G. According to Theorem 33,
it holds that G'+' C G'. Thus, the Q'-values are consistent for the set of goal
states G'+' as well.

The only line that can change a Qb-value is line 10. If line 10 is not executed,
then the Qb-values remain unchanged and therefore remain consistent for G"+l. If
line 10 is executed, then donet(st) = true (otherwise line 3 would have transferred
control to a forward step) and therefore s' 0 G• ;2 G'+1 . Then, the Qb-values
remain consistent for G'+1 after the step and are monotonically decreasing ac-
cording to Theorem 21.

Theorem 40 Uf(s) = -gd(s) = Uf' t (s), done(s) = true, and Ub(s) < 0 for all s E S
after termination if the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 1) terminates.

Proof: Let t be the time superscript for the final values of the variables. Then,
Ub(st-1) < -ub(d) < -d, since the condition in line 11 is true at step t. Accord-
ing to Theorem 39, the Qt-values are consistent. Theorem 17 states that -d <
minS,'sUb(s') - max,,EsUb(s') < U(st-') - maxSEsVb(s) < -d - max,,'s (s(s').

Thus, 0 = -d+d < -d-max,,Es Ub(s')+d = -maxs'Es U(s'). Consider an arbitrary
s E S. Since max,'Es Ub(s') < 0, it must hold that Ub(s) < 0, but initially Ub(s) = 0.
Thus, all values Qb(s,a) for a E A(s) have changed. Since only line 10 can change
these values, it is executed at least once with the current state equal to s. At this
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point in time, done(s) = true (otherwise line 10 could not have been executed) and,
according to Theorem 33, done t (s) = true. Then, Uf(s) = -gd(s) = U; t (s) according
to Theorem 35.

Theorem 41 It is an optimal policy to select action argmaxaEA(,)Uf(succ(s, a)) or,

equivalently, argmaXaEA(s),done(sa)=trueQf(S, a) in state s E S \ G after termination if
the bi-directional Q4earning algorithm (version 1) terminates ("correctness").

Proof: Let t be the time superscript for the final values of the variables. We prove
both parts of the theorem separately:

" Consider an arbitrary s E S \ G and any a E A(s) with U}(succ(s,a)) =

maxa',A(,) U (succ(s, a')). Since Uf(s') = -gd(s') for all s' E S according to
Theorem 40, it holds that gd(succ(s, a)) = mina,,A(s)gd(succ(s, a')). Thus, it is
optimal to execute a in s.

" Now, consider an arbitrary s E S \ G and any a E A(s) with done t(s, a) =
true and Q'(s,a) = max,,,EA(s),donet,(s,al,)= ue Q'(s,a"). Since done'(s) =

true, there exists an a' E A(s) with done t (s,a') = true and Q'(s,a') =

maxa•,EA(.)Q'(s,a"). Thus, Q'(s,a) = maxa",EA(s),donet,(s,a,,)=true Qt(s, a") =

Ql(s,a') - maxaEA(,)Q"(s,a") >_ Q,(s,a"') for all a.' E A(s). Since

donet(s,a) true, Q'(s,a) = -i- gd(succ(s,a)) according to Theorem 36.
Furthermore, the Q,-values are consistent according to Theorem 30 and there-
fore -I - gd(succ(s,a')) <_ Q'(s,a"'). Thus, gd(succ(s,a)) = -1 -Q}(s,a) _
-1 - Q,(s,a") .. gd(succ(s,a.')) for all a"' E A(s). Since gd(succ(s.a)) =

mina"EA(s) gd(succ(s, a")), it is optimal to execute a in s.

Theorem 42 Every backward phase terminates.

Proof by contradiction: Assume not. Then there must a state s that is visited infinitely
often. We call the sequence of states between two occurrences of state s a cycle.
Theorem 39 asserts that the Qb-values before the first step of the backward phase are
consistent. The repeated execution of a backward step implements an admissible Q-
learning algorithm. Thus, the Qb-values are monotonically decreasing. Furthermore,
for every cycle that the agent completes, the largest Qb-value of the actions executed
in the cycle decreases by at least one. Eventually, the Qb-values of all actions executed
in the cycle drop below every bound, so do the Ub-values. In particular, they drop
below -ub(d), the condition in line 11 is satisfied, and the backward phase terminates,
which is a contradiction. (For more details, see similar arguments in the context of
RTA*-type search by [171 or [25].)
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Theorem 43 All backward phases together execute at most O(e x ub(d)) steps.

Proof: There are at most e + 1 backward phases according to Theorem 37. Let there
be the backward phases [t4, tf] for i E {0, 1,..., e'} with e' < e + 1, where we set t•,
to the step before termination (i.e. one smaller than it should be). This simplifies the
notation in the following.

ttb t

Qb (s, a), = Q".+ (s,a) and Ue'(s) = U'+1(s) for all / E {0,1,...,e' - 1}, s E S,
and a E A(s), since only backward steps can change Qb-values. According to The-
orem 42, every backward phase terminates. Theorem 27 asserts that the backwardtb 6 a~s? a tb

phase [t?,t ] needs at most Ui, (s3,) U-'(S + 2 ,SESaEA(s)(Q'(sa) Qb'(sa))
steps to terminate. Note that -ub(d) •_ Ub(s) !5 0 for all s E S and all
steps but the final step (otherwise the algorithm would have terminated earlier),

and therefore -1 - ub(d) <_ -1- Ubei(succ(s,a)) _ Qb(s,a) for all s E S \ G
and a E A(s). Thus, all backward phases together terminate after at most

E-(st,) + 2 ZSES a)sa)Ea)EA(,)(Qb(s,a Qb' (s, = a)o)Ub (ste -

t a a tb el

Uý'(st?))+2 EsES ZaEA(s)(Qb(s,a) -Qbe'(s, a)) :- Zi=0(0 + ub(d))+ 2 SES E dEA(s)(0 +
(ub(d) + 1)) •_ (e + 1) x ub(d) + 2e(ub(d) + 1) :_ 3(e + 1)(ub(d) + 1) steps in total (plus
the last step), which are O(e x ub(d)) steps.

Theorem 44 The bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 1) finds an optimal pol-
icy and terminates after at most O(e x ub(d)) steps.

Proof: According to Theorems 38 and 43, the forward and backward phases together
execute at most O(e x ub(d)) steps. According to Theorem 41, the bi-directional Q-
learning algorithm terminates with an optimal policy.

A.3 Finding Optimal Policies with Bi-Directional Q-
Learning (Version 2)

In the following, we consider the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 2) as
stated in Figure 21.

The time superscripts used in this chapter refer to the values of the variables immedi-
ately before the action execution steps of the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm, i.e.
lines 7 and 12, of step t.

We define S to be the set of states that the agent has already explored, i.e. St := {s E
S : 3 =<ts- s}. Let A(s) _ A(s) be the set of actions in s that the agent has not yet
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explored, i.e. At(s) := {a E A(s): '3t,<t(s' = s A at' = a)}. Note the asymmetries:
First, S is the set of explored states, but A(s) is a set of unexplored actions. This
asymmetry simplifies the notation. Second, t' < t in the definition of St, but t' < t in
the definition of At(s). This is so, because a step ends with the execution of an action
(according to the definition of "step"). Thus, the current state of the agent before the
action execution is already explored, since the agent is already in the state. However,
the action selected for execution is not, since it has not been executed yet. Thus, we
say that an action that has not been executed before step t, but is executed at step t,
was unexplored (before and) at step t and is explored at step t + 1.

Theorem 45 For all s E S, a E A(s), and steps t E VAo (until termination), it holds
that: Q' (s, a) = 0 iff a has never been executed in s in a forward step before step t, i.e.
for all t' < t it has never been true that st' = s, at' = a, and donet'(s) -" false.

Proof: Initially, Q0(s, a) = 0. Only the execution of a in s in a forward step can change
Qf (s, a). Thus, if a has never been executed in s in a forward step before step t, then
Qt (s, a) = 0. However, if a has been executed in s in a forward step at least once, say

The..rm 30 , Theorem 16

at step t' < t, then Qt (s, a) < Q, 1(s, a) -1 + +U0(succ(sa) < -1+0
-1<0.

Theorem 46 For all s E S, a E A(s), and steps t E .No (until termination), it holds
that: Qt (s,a) = 0 iff a has never been executed in s in a backward step before step t.
i.e. for all t' < t it has never been true that s"' = s, at' = a, and donet'(s) = true.

Proof: Initially, Q'(s,a) = 0. Only the execution of a in s in a backward step can
change Qb(s, a). Thus, if a has never been executed in s in a backward step before step
t, then Q,(s, a) = 0. However, if a has been executed in s in a backward step at least

Theorem 30 , Theorem 16

once, say at step t' < t, then Q'(s,a) a Qt'1+(s, a) = -1 +Ub (succ(s, a)) <
-1+0= -1< 0.

Theorem 47 For all s E S and steps t E .Vo (until termination), it holds that:
Q t+'(s, a) = Q 1+'(s, a) = 0 for all a E A(s) iff s is unexplored at step t, i.e. s • St.

Proof: If Qs+,(s, a) = Q'+ 1(s,a) = 0 for all a E A(s), then, according to Theorems 45
and 46, no a E A(s) has ever been executed in s before step t + 1 (neither in a
forward step nor in a backward step). Thus, s ý 5 t, because otherwise the agent
had been in state s at step t or before and would have had to execute an action in
it, which is a contradiction. Likewise, if s € St, then the agent has never been in
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s at step t or before, and thus had no chance to execute an action in it. Therefore,
Q' 1' (s,a) = Q"' (s,a) = 0 for all a E A(s) according to Theorems 45 and 46.

Theorem 48 For all steps t E A.o (until termination), memoryt = I{(s,a) s E
St n G,a E At (s)}f + I{s E S t \ G: -'donet (s)}f.

Proof by induction on t:

e Before the execution of the algorithm (i.e. at "step -1"), memory = 0 and .=

Thus, memory = 0 = I{(s,a) : s E S n G,a E A(s)}I + j{s ES \ G: -,done(s)}I.

e Assume that the equation holds for step t.

The only lines that can change the value of memory are line 3, line 9, and line 14.
Likewise, there are only three ways how I{(s,a) : s E S n G,a E A(s)}I + I{s E
S \ G: --done(s)}I can change between steps t and t + 1: S can change, done(s)
for one or more s E St \ G can change, or A(s) for one or more s E S1 nl G can
change. We show that three equivalence relationships hold:

The body of the condition on line 3 is executed iff S has changed between
steps t and t + 1.

If the body of the condition on line 3 is executed, then Qt"+l( 5 t+l,a) -

Q'+l(st+', a) = 0 for all a E A(st+'), i.e. s' + S according to Theorem 47.
Since s'+' E ýt+', S has changed between steps t and t + 1. After the
execution of line 3, memory is increased by IA(st+l)I if st+' E G, otherwise
by one.

Assume now that S has changed between steps t and t + 1, i.e. st+

and St+' = ýt U {s'+'}. Thus, no action has yet been executed in st+l, i.e.
At+'(st+1) = A(st+l), and therefore Q'+I(st+l,a) = Qt+l(st+la) = 0 for all
a E A(st+l) according to Theorem 47. Thus, the body of the condition on
line 3 is executed. If st+' E G, then I{(s,a) :s E SnG,a E A(s)}I + I{s E
S \ G : -done(s)}I increases by IA(st+')I, since IAt+'(st+1)l = IA(st+')I. If
s'+' G, then 1{(s,a) : s E Sf nG,a E A(s)}I + j{s E S\ G : -,done(s)}J
increases by one, since donet+l(st+l) = false: initially done(s t+l) = false,
only line 8 can change done(st+I) (because st+' ý G), and line 8 cannot
have been executed (because s'+' ý St).

The body of the condition on line 9 is executed iff done(s) for one or more
s E S' \ G has changed between steps t and t + 1.
If the body of the condition on line 9 is executed, then done(s t ) has changed.
st E S' \ G, because otherwise line 2 would set done(s t ) := true and line 5
would give control to a backward step, which is a contradiction. Thus,
done(s) for one or more s E St \ G has changed between steps t and t + 1.
After the execution of line 9, memory is decreased by one.
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Assume now that done(s) for one or more s E 5'3 \ G las changed between
steps t and t + 1. Only line 8 can change done(s) for s ý G. Thus, done(s t )
has changed, and the body of the condition on line 9 is executed. At most
-one done(s) for s E St\G can change between steps t and t+ 1, because line 8
is the only line that can change such a value. According to Theorem 33,
done(s) can only change from false to true for all s E S. Thus, I{s E
S' \ G : -done(s)}I is decreased by one, since done(s t ) has changed from
false to true, but all other done(s) stayed the same.

The body of the condition on line 14 is executed iff A(s) for one or more
s E 5 ' n G has changed between steps t and t + 1.
If the body of the condition on line 14 is executed, then s' E ý' nl G and
Qb(st, at) has changed from zero to non-zero. at ý fit+1(s'), since at was
executed in st in a backv. a:d step at step t. According to Theorem 30, the
Qf-values are admissible, which implies that Q' (s, a) = 0 for all s E G
and a E A(s). In particular, Q.,(st, at) = 0. Then. Q'(st, at) = 0 implies
at E At(st) according to Theorems 45 and 46. Since at E A'(st), but at
At+l(st), A(s) for one or more s E k' nl G has changed between steps t and
t + 1. After the execution of line 14, memory is decreased by one.
Assume now that A(s) for one or more s E ýt nG has changed between steps
t and t+ 1. Since only line 12 can execute actions in a goal state s (line 2 sets
done(s) := true and thus line 5 always gives control to a backward step), it
follows that at E At(st) and fit+1(st) = At(st) \ {at}, all other A(s) stay the
same. Since at E At(st), Qt(st, at) = 0 according to Theorem 46. Since at
was executed in st in a backward step at step t, Q+l (st, at) $ 0 according to
Theorem 46. Then, Qb(st, at) changed from zero to non-zero and the body
of the condition on line 14 is executed. Also. I{(s,a): s E ý't n G a E A(s)}I
is decreased by one.

Since the equation stated in the theorem holds for step t according to the as-
sumption and we have shown that between steps t and step t + 1 the left-hand
side of the equation changes as much as its right-hand side, it follows that the
equation of the theorem holds for step t + 1 as well.

Theorem 49 0 < memoryt < e for all steps t E .o (until termination).

Proof: According to Theorem 48, it holds that memoryt = {(s,a) : s E St n G,a E
At(s)}I + { E S'\G : -'done'(s)}l. 0 < {(s,a) : s E S' n G, a E At(s)1I + {s E
S' \ G: -"donet(s)}I < ESEG IA(s)I + IS \ GI < EsES I A(s)I = e, since the state space is
strongly connected and therefore IA(s)I > 1 for all s E S, i.e. IS \ GI < EES\G IA(s)I.
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Theorem 50 Uj(s) = -gd(s) = U"t(s) and done(s) = true for all s E S after
termination if the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 2) terminates. Further-
more, it is an optimal policy to select action argmaxaEA(s)Uf (succ(s, a)) or, equivalently,

.crgmaxaEA(s),done(sa)=treQf(s,a) in state s E S \ G after termination ("correctness").

Proof by contradiction: Let t be the time superscript for the final values of the variables.
Assume that it does not hold that donet(s) = true for all s E S. Then, there exists an
s E 5 with donet(s) = false. We distinguish two cases:

s E 5 t:

s E St and donet(s) = false implies according to Theorem 48 that memory t > 1.
However, memory = 0 upon termination, which is a contradiction.

0s

s can be reached from every state in S0 # 0, since the state space is strongly
connected. Thus, At(s') 0 0 for at least one s' E St. Assume a E A t (s'). If
s' E G, then memory' > 1 according to Theorem 48, since IAt(s')I > 0. Assume
s' ý G. Then, -gd(s') < 0 Theo__. 46 Q(s', a) <_ maxaEA(s')QEA(s',a') = Ub(s').
This inplies according to Theorem 35 that done t(s') = false. Thus, memory t > 1
according to Theorem 48, since s' E 5 , s' • G, and donet(s') = false. La both
cases, memory t > 1. However, nzemory = 0 upon termination, which is a
contradiction.

Thus, donet(s) = true and, according to Theorem 35, Ut(s) = -gd(s) = Uyt(s)
for all s E S. The proof of Theorem 41 relies only on this fact. Thus, according
to Theorem 41, it is an optimal policy to select action argmax,,a 4 (5)Ut(succ(s,a)) or,
equivalently, argmaxaEA(s),done(s.a)=trueQ' (s. a) in state s E S \ G.

Theorem 51 The bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 2) terminates at the
earliest time t at which rb(st-1) < -d or before.

Proof: Assume that Ub(s) < -d after the value updating in a backward step. Note
that this is exactly the situation in which the bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (ver-
sion 1) terminates. The following two things follow. First, according to Theorem 40,
done(s') = true for all s' E S. Second, also according to Theorem 40, Ub(s') < 0 for all
s' E S. This implies that Qb(s', a) :_ maxaEA(s') Qb(s', a') = Ub(s') < 0 for all s' E S
and a E A(s'). Thus. all actions have been execute( at least once according to Theo-
rem 46. Put together, it follows that done(s') = true and A(s') = 0 for all s' E S. Once

done(s') - true, it remains true according to Theorem 33. Similarly, A(.S) stays 0 once
it is empty. Thus, next time line 4 is rei :hed, memory = 0 according to Theorem 48,
and the algorithm terminates.
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Theorem 52 The bi-directional Q-learning algorithm (version 2) finds an optimal pol-
icy and terminates after at most O(ed) steps.

Proof: Version 1 and version 2 of the hi-directional Q-learning algorithm differ only
in their termination criteria. According to Theorem 44, the bi-directional Q-learning
algorithm (version 1) terminates after at most O(ed) steps if ub(d) = d. Let t be the
time superscript for the values of the variables upon termination of the bi-directional
Q-learning algorithm (version 1). Then, U,(s t'-) < -ub(d) < -d. Then, the bi-
directional Q-learning algorithm (version 2) terminates no later than step t according
to Theorem 51. Thus, it finds an optimal policy and terminates after at most O(ed)
steps. According to Theorem 50, it terminates with an optimal policy.

A.4 Value-Iteration

All theorems about the value-iteration algorithm or the bi-directional value-iteration
algorithm can be proved analogous to their Q-learning counterparts. Therefore, we
omit the proofs here. Some of the proofs can be found in (14]. It contains proofs for
the theorems about reaching a goal state with an admissible value-iteration algorithm
if the initial Q-values are consistent, and finding optimal policies with a version of the
bi-directional value-iteration algorithm that is slightly different from the one presented
in this report. With only minor changes, the proofs also apply to the more general
case of reaching a goal state with an admissible value-iteration algorithm if the initial
Q-values are admissible.

A.5 Reaching a Goal State with Random Walks in Eulerian
State Spaces

Consider a random walk that starts in st.rt E 5 and continues forever. Let. P denote
the steady state probabilities of the random walk. Formally,

P = lim E(number of times the random walk visits in the first t steps) for all s E S
t

i.e. P, is the average probability in the long run that the random walk is in s. P, is
well-defined and independent of .start- since the state space is strongly connected. It
holds that

SP, = I(5)

sE S

P,= Z ,, for .I: (6)
"ES E t(A'). ~sf



For all s, s' E S, let T(s, s') denote the expected number of steps that the random walk
needs to enter s' for the first time if 8start = S.

Theorem 53 (Aleliunas et al. [1]) Pi P" for all s,s' E S if the state space
is Eulerian.

Proof by contradiction: Assume not. Then, there exist s, s' E S and a E A(s') with
succ(s', a) = s such that both = max-,,Es" and Ps' < maxs,, Ps"

JA(s)l IA(s")J Ja(s')l . A(s")l

P,

Rewriting Equation 6 yields P" - ,,,"S JaEA():',,T....). .o8s= ¶ Since the statejA(s)j -- A(s)I

space is Eulerian, it holds that JAs)I = I{(s",a) : succ(s", a) = sAs" E SAa E A(s")}lI.
Thus, -P is the average over ' of all predecessors s" of s. If one averages over a
couple of numbers all of which are smaller than or equal to a number i and one of the
numbers is strictly smaller than i, then the average is strictly smaller than i, too. Since

P <maxsnEs -k- for the predecessor s' of s, it follows that P" < max,,es Pý'
IA(s,) m Ia(s") r IA(s)l Iwhich is a contradiction.

Theorem 54 (Aleliunas et al. [1]) P, = I for all s E S if the state space is
Eulerian.

Proof: 1 Equation 5 , = Z,,s( IA(s)ITheorem 53 Zes(j--s--

[A(s)I E,'ES IA(s')I = -- 1 e for all s E S. Thus, P,

Theorem 55 (Aleliunas et al. [1]) T(s, succ(s,a)) < e for all s E S and a E A(s)
if the state space is Eulerian.

Proof: P3 The°, l 54 A) Thus, the average probability that the random walk is in s in
the long run equals Is The probability that it executes a when it is in s is i---

The joint probability that it is in s in the long run and executes a is I_4_ ) _C IA(s)l -

The expected number of steps between two occurrences of the agent being in s and
executing a is the reciprocal of its probability in the long run, i.e. it is e. It follows
that T(s, succ(s, a)) < e.

Theorem 56 T(s, s') < ed for all s, s' E S if the state space is Eulerian.
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Proof: There is a path from s to s' of length at most d. The expected number of steps
that a random walk needs to traverse this path is the sum of the expected number of
steps to go from every state on the path to its successor, each of which is at most e
according to Theorem 55. Thus, T(s, s') < ed.

Theorem 57 A zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm with goal-reward representation
reaches a goal state and terminates after at most O(ed) steps on average if the state
space is Eulerian.

Proof: A zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm with goal-reward representation per-
forms a random walk until it reaches a goal state for the first time. The expected num-
ber of steps needed to reach a goal state and terminate is X3,ar • mininG T(start, s).

"Theorem 56

If the state space is Eulerian, then minsEG T(s.tart, s) < min1EG ed = ed. Thus,
the average-case complexity is at most O(x,,tr,,) • O(ed).

B Lower Bounds

We prove all lower bounds on the worst-case complexity of reaching a goal state by
giving an example of a trace (i.e. state sequence) that achieves or tops the bound.
The traces are specified as pseudo-code that, when executed, prints the state sequence.
The for-to-loops have a default increment of one and the for-downto-loops have a
default increment of minus one, unless specified otherwise with a step-clause. The
statements that belong to the body of a loop are indicated by indentation. They are
not executed if the range of the loop variable is empty. For example, the pseudo-code
given in Chapter B.1 specifies the trace 1234...n, that has length n - 1 (i.e. needs
n - 1 steps to execute).

B.1 Reaching a Goal State with any Search Algorithm

Figure 18 shows a state space for which every search algorithm needs at least n - 1
steps to reach the goal state (for n > 1):

for i := 1 to n
print i
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B.2 Reaching a Goal State with Uninformed On-Line Search
Algorithms

The following proofs of lower bounds that hold for all uninformed on-line search al-
gorithms utilize that the agent cannot distinguish the goodness of unexplored actions
in the current state. Similarly, the proofs of lower bounds that hold for all search
algorithms that have to enter a state at least once before they know the successor
states utilize that the agent cannot distinguish among unexplored successor states of
the current state. In both cases, we supply a tie breaking rule that, when followed by
the agent, achieves or tops the lower bound. For all domains in this report, this rule is
to prefer actions that lead to states with smaller numbers. Every uninformed on-line
search algorithm can traverse a supersequence of the traces given by us.

Figure 11 shows a domain for which every uninformed on-line search algorithm can
need at least (e - n + 1)(n - 1) steps to reach the goal state (for n > 2 and e > n):

for i := 1 to e-n+1
for j := 1 to n-1

print j
print n

Figure 14 shows a domain for which every uninformed on-line search algorithm can
need at least (e - n)(n -2) + 1 steps to reach the goal state (for n > 3 and e _> n + 1):

print 1
for i := 1 to e-n

for j := 2 to n-1
print j

print n

An off-line search algorithm that knows the topology of the state space can reach the
goal state in one step:

print 1
print n

Figure 15 shows a domain for which every uninformed on-line search algorithm can
need at least t/6n3 - 1/6n steps to reach the goal state (for n > 1):
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for i := 1 to n-1
print i
for j := 1 to i-i

for k := j to i
print k

print n

This fact and Theorem 2 together imply that the complexity of an admissible, zero-
initialized Q-learning algorithm in the domain shown in Figure 15 is tight at 0(n 3 ).

Figure 19 shows a domain for which every uninformed on-line search algorithm can
need at least e + n - 4 steps to reach the goal state (for n > 2 and e > 2n - 2):

for i := 1 to (e-2n+4)/2
print 2
print 1

*for i := 2 to n-2
print i
print i+1
print i

print n-1
print n

Figure 23 shows a domain for which every algorithm that has to enter a state at least
once before it knows the successor states can need at least 1/2n2 - 1/2n steps to reach
the goal state (for n > 1):

for i := 1 to n-i
for j := i downto 1

print j
print n

An off-line search algorithm that knows the topology of the state space can reach the
goal state in one step:

print 1
print n

Figure 25 shows a domain for which every algorithm that has to enter a state at least
once before it knows the successor states can need at least 1/4n 2 - 1 steps to reach the
goal state (for even n > 1):
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for i:= I to n-3 step 2
for j := 1 to i step 2

print j
for j := i+1 downto 2 step 2

print j
for i := 1 to n-1 step 2

print i

B.3 Reaching a Goal State with Q-Learning and Value-
Iteration

Because an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm is an uninformed on-line
search algorithm, the lower bounds proved above for uninformed on-line search algo-
rithms also hold for Q-learning. Similarly, since an admissible, zero-initialized value-
iteration algorithm is an algorithm that has to enter a state at least once before it
knows the successor states, the lower bounds proved above for these algorithms also
hold for value-iteration. In the following, we provide traces for the domains used in the
main text that are not covered by the above proofs or for which we can prove a larger
lower bound. (See chapter B.4 for an analysis of the domain shown in Figure 12.)

Figure 17 shows a domain for which an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm
can need at least 1/16n 3 + 3/8n 2 - 3/16n - 1/4 steps to reach the goal state (for n > 1
with n mod 4 = 1):

for i n-i downto (3n+1)/4
for j:= (n+l)/2 downto 1

print j
for j := 2 to (n+1)/2

print j
for k := 1 to j-2

print k
print j

for j := (n+3)/2 to i-1

print j
for j := i downto (n+3)/2

print j
for j := (n÷1)/2 downto I

print j
for j := 2 to (n+l)/2

print j
for k :- I to j-2
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print k
print j

for i := (n+3)/2 to n
print i

Figure 19 shows a domain for which an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm
can need at least 1/2en - 1/4n2 - 1/2n +2 steps to reach the goal state (for even n > 2
and e > 2n - 2):

for i n-1 downto (n+2)/2
for := 1 to (e-2n+4)/2

print 2
print 1

for j:= 2 to i-1
print j

for j:= i downto 3
print j

for i := 1 to (e-2n+4)/2
print 2
print 1

for i := 2 to n
print i

Figure 22 shows a domain for which an admissible, zero-initialized value-iteration al-
gorithm can need at least n2 - n steps to reach the goal state (for n > 1):

for i := 1 to n-i
for j := 1 to i

print i
for j := i downto 1

print j
print n

An off-line search algorithm that knows the topology of the state space can reach the
goal state in one step:

print 1
print n
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Figure 24 shows a domain for which an admissible, zero-initialized value-iteration al-
gorithm can need at least 3/16n2 - 3/4 steps to reach the goal state (for n > 1 with
n mod 4 = 2):

for i := n-3 downto n/2 step 2

for j := I to i step 2
print j

for j := i+1 downto 2 step 2
print j

for i := 1 to n-i step 2
print i

B.4 Reaching a Goal State - A More Complicated Case

Consider an undiscounted, admissible, and zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm that
operates in a reset state space of size n > 1. As shown in Figure 8, the actions a,
decrease the goal distance, whereas the actions a2 lead the agent back to state 1.

Theorem 58 U(s) < 12. for all s E S after termination of an undiscounted. admis-
sible, and zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm in a reset state space of size n > I if
ties are broken in favor of actions that lead to states with smaller numbers.

Proof by induction on n. Let t' be the step when the algorithm has terminated, i.e.
Ut'(s) are the final U-values.

" If n = 1, then the algorithm terminates immediately, since sta~ t = 1 E G. All
Q-values remain zero, and Ut'(s) = maxaEA(,)Qt'(s, a) = maxaEA(s) 0 = 0 = -..

for all s E S = {1}.

" Assume that the theorem holds for an arbitrary n > 1 and consider now a reset
state space of size n + 1.

When the agent enters state n + 1, the algorithm terminates before changing any
Q-value in that state. The values Q(n + 1,a) remain zero for all a E A(n + 1),
and Ut(n + 1) = maxaEA(,+l)Qt'(n + 1,a) = maxaEA(n+) 0 = 0 = (2+1-(n+1

State n + 1 is the only goal state. In order to reach it from start = 1. the
agent has to visit state n at least once. Let t < t' be the earliest step at which
st = n. Since the states s < n form (together with their actions that do not leave

this set of states) a reset state space of size n, it holds that Wt(s) < '.. for all
s E {1,2,...,n} according to the assumption. Since Qt(n,al) = Qt(n, a2) = 0,
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succ(n, a2) = 1 < n + 1 = succ(n,a,), and ties are broken in favor of actions that
lead to states with smaller numbers, the agent chooses at = a 2 for execution at
step t and is in state st+' = I afterwards. In order to reach the goal state n + 1

from there, the agent has to execute action a, in every state s E {1,2,.. . ,n}
at least once. Let t' > t(s) > t be a step at which st(s) =s E {1,2,. .,n} and
at(s) - a,.

The following argument holds for all s E {2,3 ... ,n - 1}: Qt(-)(s,al) >
Qt)(s, aO), since a, is chosen over a2 at step t(s). (If Qt(s)(s, a,) < Qt(s)(s, a 2),

then a 2 would be chosen over a,, since succ(s, a 2) = 1 < s + 1 = succ(s,a,) and
ties are broken in favor of actions that lead to states with smaller numbers.) Since

Theorem 22 Theorem 22

the Q-values are integers, Qt'(s, a2) • Q'(')(s, a2 ) •_ Qt(s)(s, a1 ) - I
Qt(s, a,) - 1 < max(Qt(s, a,),Qt(s, a2)) - 1 = Ut(s) - 1 < 2 - 1 < -,-22

2 - 2
Theorem 22 Theorem 22

Qt'(s, a,) Qt (3)+1(s, a1 ) = - + U()(succ(sa)) < -1 + Ut(s +

1) < -1 + (.+1)-n = s--n-1 Then, Ut'(s) = max(Qt'(s, a,),Qt'(s, a2 )) <-- 2 2
max( s---1 s-,n-2 9(nl

2 2 - 2

A similar argument holds for state 1: U"(1) = maxaEA(1) Qt'(1,a) =
Theorem 22 Theorem 22Qt'(1, a,) < Qt(')+1(1,a,) = -1 + Ut(1)(succ(1,a,)) < -1 + Ut (2) <

1+ 2-n. _ -_ 1-(n+)
2 = 2 - 2

A similar argument also holds for state n: Qt(n)(n, a2 ) < Qt(n)(n, a,) < 0. Since
Theorem 22 Theorem 22

the Q-values are integers, Qt'(n, a2) < Qt(")(n, a2 ) • -1. Qt'(n, al) <
Theorem 14

Qt(n)+l(n,al) = -1 + Ut(n)(succ(n,a)) a < -1 + 0 = -1. Then, Ut'(n) =
t'< _'I _ n--(n+l)

max(Qt'(n, a,), Qt'(n, a2 )) -_ max(-1, -1) = 2 < -= 2

To summarize, Uti(s) < -(n+l) for all s E S = {1,2,. . n + 1}.

Theorem 59 Q(1,a,) _< 1 2 n after termination of an undiscounted, admissible, and
zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm in a reset state space of size n > 1 if ties are
broken in favor of actions that lead to states with smaller numbers.

Theorem 58

Proof: Q(1, a) = maxEA(1) Q(1, a) = U(1) < 1-__n after termination.

Theorem 60 Q(1, a,) < - when an undiscounted, admissible, and zero-initialized
Q-learning algorithm is the last time in stat' I of a reset state space of size n > 2 if
ties are broken in favor of actions that lead to states with smaller numbers.

Proof: Let t be the last step at which st = 1, and t' be the earliest step at which
= n - 1. The states s < n - 1 form (together with their actions that do not leave
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this set of states) a reset state space of size n - 1. Q'(1, a,) < 1 = 2-.....2n according-- 2 2

to Theorem 59. Since Qt'(n - 1,a,) = Qt'(n - 1,a 2) = 0, succ(n - 1,a2 ) = 1 < n =

succ(n - 1, a,), and ties are broken in favor of actions that lead to states with smaller
numbers, the agent chooses at' = a2 for execution at step t' and is in state s"+l = 1

Theorem 22 < 2-n

afterwards. Thus, t' < t and Qt(1,a,) < Qt(1,a,) < 2

Theorem 61 Figure 12 shows a domain for which an admissible, zero-initialized Q-
learning algorithm needs at least (n+I)(n-)(n-3) = 1/16n 3 - 3/16n 2 - 1/16n + 3/16

16

steps to reach the goal state and terminate (for odd n > 3) if ties are broken in favor
of actions that lead to states with smaller numbers.

Proof. The states s E f n} form (together with their actions that do not
P2oo): The statissals 2 , 2thsar

leave this set of states) a reset state space of size +. sstart = is also the start
state of the reset state space. Note that state '+1 separates the states that belong2
to the reset state space from the other states. Consider the trace that an admissible,
zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm traverses in this reset state space if ties are broken
in favor of actions that lead to states with smaller numbers. This state sequence is
a subsequence of the state sequence that an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning
algorithm traverses in the whole domain (as shown in Figure 12) if ties are broken in
favor of actions that lead to states with smaller numbers.

Let t' be the step when the algorithm has terminated in the domain from Figure 12
of size n (for odd n > 3) if ties are broken in favor of actions that lead to states
with smaller numbers, i.e. Qt'(s, a) are the final Q-values. We assume (without loss of

Theorem 59

generality) that the Q-learning algorithm is undiscounted. Then, Qt( __+_' a,) <
where al E A(2--•±-) is the action in state n2 that decreases the goal

2 422
distance. Similarly, let t" < t' be the last step at which st" = n+1 and at"' = a. Then,

Theorem 60 2-Q ( 2 ~ 1 a 2 _•=-_2 2 4 "

Now consider an arbitrary a E A(n- 4 ) \ {al}. Qt"(n+,a) < Qt"(n--,aI). (If
t"(f.+1,t.) Q'"( ( ,a,), then a would be preferred over a,, since succ(n+,a) <

n+1 n+3 = succ( ,a,) and ties are broken in favor of actions that lead to states
2 22

with smaller numbers.) Since the Q-values are integers, Qt"( 2',a) • Qt"(n+, a,1) -

1< 3-n 1 < 0. Thus, there is a step when a is executed in state n-1, since ini-
tially Q(n---, a) = 0. Note that every path from a state smaller than n to state•\2 '2
n contains an execution of a, in state '+I' since since a, is the last action exe-

2'

cuted in n Let t(a) < t" be the last step when a is executed in n For all2 "2 "
Theorem 22

a' E A(succ(n+,a)) it holds that Qt'(succ(n1,a),a') • Qt()(succ(U+1,a),a') <
maxa,,•a(succ(na)) Qt(a)(succ(n+l a), a") Ut(a)(succ(n•J,a))= I Qt(a)+I(n+1, a)=

+ Qtl(n'l t''•Theorem 22 < 3-n

1 + , '',(a_< 1 ± , ( ,a) < Qt"(n¾,aI) . Note that for every
s E {1,2,. . - both IA(s)l = ,'-__ and there exists an a E A(-- 1) \ {al} such" 2'k 2 2

that succ(O ,a) = s. Because the state space has no identity actions, Qt(s,a) < 0
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Figure 35: Run-time of an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm for reaching
the goal state in the domain shown in Figure 12 (for odd n E [3.99]) if ties are broken
in favor of actions that lead to states with smaller numbers

for all s E S and a E A(s), Ut(n) = 0 (since state n is a goal), and IA(s)l >

for every state s < n-- it holds that t' Theorm2e Ut'(n) -- ZSESZaEA(S) Qt,(s.a) >
" Qt(, a) _3-n > .ij -1 n-3 (n+I)(n-1)(n-3)

0 - Z8,=V-> 1 -aEA(s)-4 - 2 2 4 16

1/16n3 - 3/16n - 1/16 + 3/16.

Theorem 2 and Theorem 61 together imply that the complexity of an admissible, zero-
initialized Q-learning algorithm in the domain shown in Figure 12 is tight at 0(n'). The
actual number of steps needed by an admissible, zero-initialized Q-learning algorithm
to reach the goal state and terminate in the domain shown in Figure 12 if ties are
broken in favor of actions that lead to states with smaller numbers is not a smooth
function of n. Since we ignored the Q-values of the states s E In+3, +', . . . ,n in
the proof of Theorem 61, the lower bound 16+1)(n-1)(n-3) is not tight. Figure 35 shows16

both the actual number of steps needed and the lower bound (?+1)(n-l)(n3-) for odd
16

ne [3,99].

Theorem 62 Figure 12 shows a domain for which the Q,,ap-learning algorithm needs
at most 3/8n 2 +3/2n -23/8 steps to reach the goal state and terminate (for odd n > 3).
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Proof: Note that state '+1 separates the states smaller than 'n+ from the states larger
2 2

than n+'. In the following, we assume that an arbitrary trace is given that the Qrnap-2 "

learning algorithm has traversed when reaching the goal state from sstart = 2 . We
analyze the trace in both subsets of states separately.

e Consider the states larger than or equal to +'. We call the actions that decrease2 "

the goai distance action a,, and the actions that lead the agent back to state 2
action a 2. Consider any consecutive subsequence of the trace that starts and ends
in state +1' and otherwise contains only states larger than n-'. This subsequence

2 2

must contain an action a 2 that is unexplored. (Since the start state and end state
of the sequence are identical, it must contain at least one unexplored action. If
it contains an unexplored action a2, the statement is true. If it contains an
unexplored action al E A(s), then all states s' with s' > s are still unexplored
and thus no action has yet been executed in them. In particular, the action a2
that the agent must execute in a state larger than s to reach state n+' again is still2
unexplored.) If a2 E A(s), then the length of the subsequence is 1 +s9- '. There
can be at most one such subsequence for every state s E { 2 7 ,-}
since there is only one action a2 in every such state. In addition, there is one
subsequence of length n - n+ = -. that leads from state n+' to the goal2 2 2
state n. Since these are all of the subsequences that contain states larger than
""' the total of action executions in this part of the state space is at most2 7

s n(3 - ) + s 1/8n2 + 1/2n - 13/8.
2

9 Now consider the states smaller than or equal to + Delete first all states n+'
2 "2

from the original trace that, are followed by a state larger than '+1 and delete
2

afterwards all states larger then '+. (We have accounted for all action executions2 "

in these states in the paragraph above.) Note that zero-initialized Q-learning
always executes an unexplored action in the current state if one is available, since
the action execution step always executes the action with the largest Q-value and
unexplored actions have a Q-value of 0 whereas explored actions have a Q-value
smaller than 0. Consequently, Qmap-learning also executes unexplored actions
if they are available. Since the states smaller than or equal to '+1 (together2
with the actions that do not leave this set of states) form a I-step invertible
state space, the shortened state sequence contains only executions of unexplored
actions until all actions in state 1 are explored. Then, the following behavior
is repeated until all actions are explored: The agent executes an explored action
that leads to a state s in which at least one action is still unexplored. Then, the
agent executes only unexplored actions, until all actions in state s are explored,
optionally followed by an explored action that leads to state '.+ To summarize,2 "

every of the "--- actions in this part of the state space is executed exactly2 2

once plus at most two actions for every state smaller than '--, leading to a total
number of action executions of n2',-._2 + 22-1 = 1/4n2 + n - 5/4.

In conclusion, the total number of action executions is bounded from above by ( 1/8n2 +
1/2n - 13/8) + (1/4n2 + n - 5/4) = 3/8n2 + 3/2n - 23/8 no matter how ties among
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actions that have the same Q-value are broken.

Note that every uninformed on-line search algorithm can need at least 1/2n 2 + 1/2n -2
steps to reach the goal state in a reset state space (shown in Figure 8) of size n (for
n > 2):

for i := 2 to n
for j := 1 to i

print j

Now consider again the domain shown in Figure 12 and assume it has size n. As
remarked earlier, the states s > + form a reset state space of size '+' Thus, every

- 2 2 '

uninformed on-line search algorithm can need at least 1/2( n+I )2 + 1/2( -+') 2 =

1/8n 2 + 1/2n - 13/8 steps (for odd n > 3). This fact and Theorem 62 together imply
that the complexity of the Qmap-learning algorithm in the domain shown in Figure 12
is tight at O(n 2).

B.5 Reaching a Goal State with Random Walks

Equations 4 allow one to determine the average number of strps required by a random
walk to reach a goal state in a given domain, as outlined in the main text. Consider.
for example, the reset state space shown in figure 8. The corresponding equations are

XI = 1 +x 2

x, = 1 +0.5x, +0.5x,+, for alls E {2,3,...n- 1}

Xn = 0

They can be solved for xS,,a,, as follows

Xsstart X=

= 1+x 2

=1 + 1 + 0.5x, + 0.5x 3

= 1 + (1 + 0.5) + 0.5x 1(I + 0.5) + 0.52X4

= 1 + (1 + 0.5 + 0.52) + 0.5x 1 (1 + 0.5 + 0.52) + 0.53X5

s-3 8-3

= 1 + 0.5i + 0.5i 5, 0.5 + '0.52 x, for all s E {2,3,...,n}
i=0 i=0

n-3 n-3

= 1 + • 0.5' + 0.5x i y: 0.5' + 0.5-n.rX
i=0 i=0
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1 -1 - 0.5n2 1  - 0.5n-2=1+ +-.Fl+-.•2
1-0.5 1 -0.5 +0.5 XO

3 3 × '2 n- 2 -

The equations for the domains in figures 9, 17, and 18 can be derived in a similar way.
In order to solve them, one usually uses generating functions, see for example [7] for

a mathematical derivation and [37] for an applicatiou in the context of reinforcement
learning. Since these derivation3 are long and cumbersome, we do not state them here,
but make use of 'he fact that the solution is unique and show how to check a given
solution by plugging it into the equations. Consider for example the one dimensional
gridworld shown in figure 18. The corresponding equations are

X1 = 1 +x 2  (7)

x, = 1 + 0.5x,_1 + 0.5x,+, for all s E {2,3,...,n- (8)

S= 0 (9)

Consider the solution for x,,,,, stated in figure 18

Xst,,,t = x = n 2 - 2n ± 1

The solutions for the other variables x, can be derived from this solution as follows
2 .r 2 =n 2 -2n

x 2 -=-+ 0.5xl--0.5x3 -=n2 -2n =v x 3 =n 2 -2n-3

x 3 = 1+0.5x2 +0.5x4 =n 2 -2n- 3 X4 x 4 =n 2 -2n-8

xS-1 = I+0.5x,-2 +0.5x,=n2 -2n-(s_1) 2 +2(s-1) => x,=n 2 -2n -s 2 +2s

for s E {3,4,...,n}. Thus,

x, = n2 - 2n -s 2 +2s for alls E S = {1,2,...,n}

The x, for s E S were constructed to satisfy Equation 7 and Equations 8. In order
to prove that the x, are indeed a solution of the set of equations, we are left to verify
Equation 9 and indeed

x, = nr2 - 2n - n 2 + 2n = 0

C Value-Iteration and Q-Learning

In the following, we use the transformation rule, terminology, and definitions of symbols
introduced in Chapter 6.1 to show hov. results about value-iteration can be transferred
to Q-learning and vice versa.
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The time superscripts used in this chapter refer to the values of the variables immedi-
ately before the action execution step of the Q-learning or value-iteration algorithm,
i.e. line 4, of step t.

Theorem 63 For all s E S\G and a E A(s), it holds that gd(ssa) = gd(succ(s, a))+1.

Proof: Assume that we execute action a, E A(s.) in state s, E S at time 1 < y <
x := gd(succ(s,a)) while following a shortest path from state s, := succ(s,a) to the
closest goal state s,+, := succ(s,,a,) E G. Let a,+i E A(s.+i) be an arbitrary action
in s.,+,. Then, the state sequence Ss,a,, sSIaI S 2 ,a 2 ,.. .,s, ,S , iSs.+a,+,l of states in S

describes a path from state sI,a to the goal state a.x+l,a+1 E G of length x + 1. Thus,

gd(Ss,a) < x + 1 = gd(succ(s,a)) + 1.

Conversely, assume that we execute action ay E A(gy) in state y = sy,ay E - at time
1 < y < x := gd(s,,) while following a shortest path from state j := s,a to the closest
goal state 9.,+1 := siicc('g, ax) E G'. Then, the state sequence s2, s 3 .... , s8.+, of states
in S describes a path from S2 = succ(s, a) to the goal state s,+, E G of length x - 1,
which cannot be shorter than gd(succ(s, a)). Thus, gd(ss,a) = x > gd(succ(s, a)) + 1.

Put together, it follows that gd(s,,a) = gd(succ(s, a)) + 1.

Theorem 64 d<d<d+l.

Proof: We prove d < d and d < d + 1 separately.

Consider two arbitrary states ss.a, s,,., E S. We show that d(S.a,Ss',a') <_ d + 1.
Assume that we execute action a. E A(s,) in state s. E S at time 1 < y _< x :=
d(succ(s, a), s') < d while following a shortest path from state sI := succ(s, a) to state
sX+j := succ(s,,a,) := s'. Then, the state sequence Ss,aS3 1 ,a 1•,,s 2 ,a2 ..... sx,a, Ss',a'

of states in S describes a path from state 8,,a to state Ss',a' of length x + 1. Thus,
d(sS,,, S,,s) < x + I< d + I and d= max;?,g d(g, W') = max-,,(d + 1) < d + 1.

Next, consider two arbitrary states s, s' E S together with two arbitrary actions a E
A(s) and a' E A(s'). We show that d < d(s,s'). Assume that we execute action
a E A(9.) in state gy = ssy,.y E S at time I < y < x := d(s9,a,Ss',,,) < d while
following a shortest path from state s1 := s,,a to state s,+, := i-uc(gr, a) :=
Then, the state sequence SI, S2,...,s+ of states in S describes a path from state
s, = s to state s,+ = s' of length x, which cannot be shorter than d(s, s'). Thus
S> x > d(s, s') and d = max,,,Es d(s, s') < maxl,8 ',s d = d.

Figures 36 and 37 show that indeed both d = d and j = d + 1 are possible. Since
d < d + 1, the transformed domain is guaranteed to be strongly connected.
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(a) Original domain

...........< ..........
start goal

(b) Transformed domain

goal

start

Figure 36: A domain with d = n - 1 and its transformation with d = d

Theorem 65 Undiscounted, admissible value-iteration with action-penalty represen-
tation behaves in the transformed domain identically to undiscounted, admissible Q-
learning with action-penalty representation in the original domain if the original do-
main has no identity actions, initially Q(s,a) = U(s,.a) for all s E S and a E A(s).
and ties are broken in the same way. Also, Ut(sa) = Qt(s, a) for all s E S, a E A(s).
and steps t (until termination).

Proof: We prove by induction on t that Ut(sa) = s•,.l, for all s E S, a E A(s), and
steps t (until termination). At the same time, we prove that 3 = s,,.,, for all steps t
(until termination).

"* Initially, 9' = 9start SSstart,argmaxaCasa,)Q(sstart,a) = Q(sl, a') if ties are broken
in the same way. Also, U'(Ss,,a) = Q'(s,a) for all s E S and a E A(s) per
definition.

"* Assume that the two statements hold for step t.

First, we prove that a' = at+l, i.e. both algorithms select the same actions.

at = argmax-•,(,)U t (s"•hc(•,a))
= argmax-(-, )Ut(s5-iC(S',, a))
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(a) Original domain

start goal

(b) Transformed domain

goal

start

Figure 37: A domain with d = n - 1 and its transformation with d = d + 1

= argmax-•4 (, Ut,) (ucc(sat),a)

= argmax•,,A(s3 cc(s8 ,at))Qt(SUCC(s, at), a')

= argmax•,,A(,t+1)Qt(s t+, a')

= argmaxaEA(,t+l)Qt+ (st+, a')

-- a t+l

if ties are broken in the same way. Note that Q(st, at) is the only Q-value of the
original domain that changes from step t to step t + 1. Since the domain has no
identity actions, it holds that st # st+1 and therefore Qt(st+l, a') =Qt+ (st+, a')
for all a' E A(st+l).

Next, we prove that Ut+1(3t) = Qt+i(St,at).

Ut+1(3t) = max (-1 +Ut(siu-cc(9t,ii)))

= max (-1+Ut(s-ui-c(s,,a,,))
"aEA(;s-,at )

- max (-1 + Ut (s%,(,•ta•,a,)))

mpax (-1 + Ut(Ss~cc(s',at),0))
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-1 + max Qt(succ(st at),a')
a'EA(succ(st ,at))

= -1 + Ut(succ(s', at))
= Qt+l(st,at)

Since the only U-value that changes from step t to step t + 1 in the transformed
domain is U(a) = U(ss,,a,), the only Q-value that changes during the same time
span in the original domain is Q(st, at), and Ut(s,,a) = Qt(sa) for all s E S and
a E A(s), it follows that Ut+l(s,,a) = Qt+l(s,a) for all s E S and a E A(s) as
well.

Finally, we prove that 9 t + s1+la,+1. = ss--c(g,9 t ) = sU-z•c(s,,,a,,t) =

Ssucc(st,at),at+I = Sst+l,at+l"

Q-learning terminates at the earliest step t at which st E G. Thus, st' ý G for t' < t.
Since 3' = s,,,,a, for all steps t', it follows that '" ý G- for t' < t and t E G. Since the
value-iteration algorithm terminates at the earliest time at which its current state is a
goal state, it terminates at step t.

Theorem 66 The U-values of the transformed domain are consistent iff the Q-values
of the original domain are consistent.

Proof: Note that 9 = s,,, E d iff s E G, for all s E S and a E A(s). Also U(s.,)

Q(s,a) for all s E S and a E A(s) according to Theorem 65. The U-values are
consistent iff, for all s,,a E C, U(s,,a) = 0, and, for all s,., E 3 \ 6, max.E(. +(-1+

U(siC(Ss,a, a))) < U(5s,a) < 0.

U(s5,a) = 0 for all s,,a E G is equivalent to Q(s,a) = U(s,,a) = 0 for all s E G.

maxi(,.,,)(- 1 + U(sUi-c(sa,a, a))) < U(s,,) < 0 for all sa E S \ C is equivalent to

the following inequalities

max (-1 + U(succ(s,a);)) < U(Ss,a) <_ 0

-1 + max Q(succ(s,a),a') < Q(s,a) •0
,•EA(succ(s,a))

-1 + U(succ(s,a)) < Q(s,a) _< 0

for all s E S \ G.

Put together, it follows that the U-values of the transformed domain are consistent iff
the Q-values of the original domain are consistent.

Theorem 67 The U-values of the transformed domain are admissible iff the Q-values
of the original domain are admissible.
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Proof: Note that 9 = S,,, E G iff s E G, for all s E S and a E A(s). Also U(s,,,) =

Q(3,a) for all s E S and a E A(s) according to Theorem 65. The U-values are

admissible iff, for all 9 = s,,, E 3, -gýd(ss,a) • U(s8,,) :_ 0, which is equivalent to, for

all ss,, E G, U(s,a) = 0, and, for all s,, E S\ G, -g'd(ss,a) • U(s,,,) •_ 0.

U(s,,a) = 0 for all ss,, E G is equivalent to Q(s,a) = U(sa,) = 0 for all s E G.

-gd(s.,a) < U(s.,,) :_ 0 for all s8,, E S \ G is equivalent to -1 - 9d(succ(s,a)) =

-gd(s,,.) < U(s,,) = Q(s, a) < 0 for all s E S \ G according to Theorem 63.

Put together, it follows that the U-values of the transformed domain are admissible iff
the Q-values of the original domain are admissible.
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